
Lesson 3.2 
MPKI Acquisition



Lesson Content

• Introduction

• The MPKI Cycle - Overview

• Direction

• Acquisition

• Analysis

• Dissemination



Learning Outcomes Lesson 1.3

• Explain the MPKI Cycle as a continuous 
process

• Explain which sub processes falls under each 
of the Intelligence Functions



Acquisition

- DIRECTION
- AQUISITION
- ANALYSIS
- DISSEMINATION



Acquisition – Basic skills

• Clear objectives (Mission Leadership) can not be 
overstated.

• More and more technical Acquisition Assets, but
• Every soldier is a sensor

I don’t know what I don’t know

I know what I don’t know

I don’t know what I know

I know what I know



What is Acquisition?

Exploit, coordinate task of IR

IAP

Monitor and deliver to requester

Indicators and 
warnings

Request for 
Information

Essential 
Elements of 
Information



Acquisition

The roles



Acquisition Roles

• Acquisition

• Acquisition Management. (AM) 

• Information Management. (IM)

• Areas of Intelligence

(Responsibility and Interest)



Exploit, coordinate task of IR

Acquisition
Forces 

observation post 

Forces 
observation post 

Forces 
observation post 

Object A
IDP/POC-camp

Possible indirect
fire?

Possible ambush/IED 
on routes?

Possible direct fire on 
Object A?

Possible surveillance? 

Possible hideouts? 

Possible surveillance? 

Object A
IDP/POC-camp



Example of an Information Acquisition plan 

What is Acquisition Management?

PIR SIR EEI INDICATORS LTIOV AQUIRING UNITS RFI NAI REMARKS FORMAT
1. What are 
the threats 
to the local 
population?

1.1 What 
armed 
groups 
operate in 
the area?

1.1.1 Sign of 
armed group x 
presence?

Transmissions 
on frequency 
utilized by 
armed group x.
Presence of 
signature 
equipment.

1.2 What is 
the attitude 
armed 
groups 
towards the 
population?

1.2.1 Has an 
armed group 
demonstrated 
intent?

Local 
population 
display fear/no 
fear for armed 
group x

Statements 
(leaf letters) in 
area from 
group x

Updated DTG:
U2 DIRECTION

LEGEND
Signed by
Date:

WHAT I NEED TO 
KNOW?

TASKINGPRIO HOW TO 
REPORT

OBSERVATION WHERE TO 
ACQUIRE



A full Intelligence Acquisition plan. Too BIG! 

What is Acquisition Management?



Extract from an IAP. Prioritisation. 

What is Acquisition Management?

Tasked
Planned

Cancelled
Dynamic re-tasking

PIR/IR EEI Indicator NAI Priority Coy A Coy B Coy C Recce TASK START LTIOV Format REMARKS

1.1
What armed groups 
operate in the area? ROUTINE 271330

1.2

What is the attitude 
armed groups 
towards the 
population ROUTINE 271330

1.2.1

Has an armed group 
demonstrated 

intent? PRIORITY 251330

1.1.1
Sign of armed group 

x presence? PRIORITY 231900

DTG: XXXXXX MICM
Acting Chief IRM/AM, ISR Signatur: A.KARLSON
FHQ U2 DTG: 18 OCT 2019

AQUIRING UNITS



What is Acquisition Management

Best practise: Example of IAL (extracted from IAP)

k is no longer IS ALREADY TASKED
REF: IAP 007 This IAL is dated: 14/05/2019

REF: U2 MICM 13/05/2019 Annex to TaskO OP FLINT

SERIAL IAP REF IR INDICATORS & WARNINGS Named Area of Interest LTIOV Tasked asset Task starts DTG Task ends DTG Period of report 
for asset COMMENTS

1
PIR 1, IR 
1.1, 1,2

How are the different ethnicities supporting / taking part 
in different organizations (TAGs and other AGs) in the 

AoO?

LPs have knowledge that there are foreigners or people 
from another  geographical area now in neighbourhood 

area, who have been here since a few 
days/weeks/months.

NAI 028,029,030 DTG: xxxx ISR COY DTG: xxxx DTG: xxxx Daily

2 PIR 1, IR 
1.1. 1,2

Key leaders in AOO /villages, who are they: How 
susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation 

processes?
Religious, wealthy individuals. NAI 028,029,030 DTG: xxxx CIMIC DTG: xxxx DTG: xxxx Daily

3       IR 1.4, 
SECT IR What non-military threats affect the local population? Weather impact, disease present. Signs of hunger or 

significant needs. Crop failure. NAI 028,029,030 DTG: xxxx ISR COY, UNIT 
BN DTG: xxxx DTG: xxxx As obtained

4 IR 1.5
Are the LP under the influence of AGs (optional of 
coercive), are LP forced to hamper International 

Forces by any means?

Population displays fear/ no fear in Area X. Dwells and 
Mosques are demolished in villages, destroyed 
cultivation. Closed clinics and medical centers, 

Government and regional administration centers closed, 
absence of justice providers. Level of availability of 

electricity, water, sabotaged network providers’ 
facilities.

NAI 028,029,030 DTG: xxxx MALE UAS, ISR 
COY DTG: xxxx DTG: xxxx As obtained

5 IR U2 Prod
 SIR 3.8 Where are schools affected with security issues? No teaching, Schools closed teachers not present or 

not attending schools. NAI 028,029,030 DTG: xxxx MALE UAS DTG: xxxx DTG: xxxx As obtained

FHQ U2 C IRMCM

FHQ U2 IAL to Forces LEGEND
Pending VALID / NEW TASK


AGENDA

		 AGENDA



		Participants

		Leadership Guidance/change in subjects/CCIR/area priorities

		PIR Upcoming AR Needs

		ARM Plans - UAS/ISR Assets 

		IAL

		Miscellanous/Closing remarks































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Intel Update Prior or Sect.wise









































 PIR Upcoming AR Needs

		PIR/IR No.		REQUIREMENT		ORIGINATOR		PROCESS Responsibility		NAI		LTIOV		TASKED (IAL)		COMMENTS





		IR 1		Replaced Key Leaders in villages?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 2		New Self-Defence camps, locations?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 3		Dynamics with local initatives?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 4		Projects of NGO influencing AOO?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 5		IDP Camps, reinsertion of refugees?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX

		IR 6		Mobile DOZO Locations		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2

		IR 7		Schools affected, security issues?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 8		Areas with more aggressive intrusion by ethnic groups?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX

		IR 9		Which are the main areas of clashes, most problematic/tensed village area?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr				 		YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 10		Where are there signs indicating  increased recruitment, mobilization and propaganda?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 11		What is the relationship between the local population and AG's?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 12		Proof of cooperation between HSCUA and Ansar Aldine?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 13		Are HSCUA and Ansar Aldine going to be opposite forces?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 14		In which areas does CMA try to expand/sustain presence?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 15		In which areas does GATIA try to expand/sustain presence?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 16		What is the original supply location of the components used for IEDs?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 17		Where are the components being mixed for use in IEDs?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 18		Who is the originator of the IED planning?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 20		To which group(s) are the IED spotters and/or emplacers linked to?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 21		Who is supplying Serma Katibat?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 22		Which tracks are being used for movement S to N?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 23		Which tracks are being used in the  mountain area/slopes?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		ORYX

		IR 24		Determination of vegetation, soil, rocks		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 28		Changes in soil and tracks		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 29		Did LP see MINUSMA during the operation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 30		Did LPs receive MINUSMA messages? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 31		Did LPs see an increase in security in the area? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 32		Who to the LPs view as the legitimate security provider?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 33		Do LPs have confidence in the MSDF to provide security?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 34		Are LPs influenced by TAGs?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 35		Have LPs received messages from TAGs after the operation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 36		Do LPs see improvement to their daily life during/after the operation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 38		Did LPs see MINUSMA during the operation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 39		Did LPs see an increase in security during the operation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 40		Who to the LPs view as the legitimate security provider?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 41		Have the LPs participated in alternative dispute resolution mechanisms to address intercommunal violence?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 42		Do the LPs feel under threat due to their tribal affiliation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 44		Are LPs optimistic of better intercommunal relations? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 45		Do the LPs support the DDR process?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 46		Do the CAG support the DDR process?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 47		Do the LPs view the DDR process as effective?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 48		What are the perceived barriers to the implementation of the DDR process?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 55		Do the LPs view the DDR process as effective?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 57		Do LPs participate in the elections?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 58		Do LPs view elections as fair and impartial?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 59		Do LPs view elections as representative?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 60		Do LPs view MINUSMA as neutral? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 61		Are LPs coerced to avoid elections or support a particular party? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 62		How do the LP perceive MINUSMA		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 63		How do the LP perceive IF (i.e Barkhane)		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 64		What are the primary security concerns of the LP?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 65		What are the primary threats to the LP (i.e food security, water, etc)		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 66		Who do the LPs see as the primary provider of security?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 67		Who would the LP prefer to provide security?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 68		What is the status of the educational system (where do LPs go to school, who goes to school, what type of school)		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 69		Have schools been shut down?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 70		What is the literacy rate amongst the LPs.		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 71		Do LPs have access to medical services?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 72		Are medical services adequate?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 73		Do LPs trust local GoM governance institutions? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 74		Where do LPs get their information (radio, word of mouth, online, etc)?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 75		Who are trusted sources of information within the community?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 77		What language is spoken?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 78		Do the LPs have internet access?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 79		Do the LPs have cell phone access?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 80		Does the area have cell phone coverage?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 81		Do the LPs have access to radio?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 82		What radio stations to the LPs listen to?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 83		Have the LPs heard MINUSMA messaging?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 84		Do the LPs trust MINUSMA messages?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 85		Have the LPs heard GoM messaging?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 86		Do the LPs trust GoM messages?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 87		What is the main economy in the area?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 88		What is the unemployment rate in the area?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 89		What is the LP perception of the Peace Process?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 90		Do LPs understand the MINUSMA Mandate?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 91		Do LPs support the Terrorist Armed Groups?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 92		Can LPs identify TAG leadership?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 93		What are the LPs perception of Self defence groups?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 94		Are there IDPs present in the area?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 95		What caused the IDPs to move from their homes?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 96		How long have they been away from their homes?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 97		Do the IDPs receive support from NGOs/IOs?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 98		What is required for IDPs to return to the home?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 99		Do armed groups exert an influence on the LPs?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 100		Is there extremist preaching in the mosques?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 101		Do LPs receive armed group messages?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 102		Do LPs feel threatened by Armed Groups?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES





ARM Short 

		Aquisition Management Plan				14-May								15-May								16-May								17-May								18-May								19-May								20-May								21-May								22-May								23-May								24-May								25-May								26-May								27-May								28-May								29-May								30-May								31-May								1-Jun								2-Jun								3-Jun								4-Jun								5-Jun								6-Jun								7-Jun								8-Jun								9-Jun								10-Jun								11-Jun								12-Jun								13-Jun								14-Jun								15-Jun								29-May								16-Jun								17-Jun

		UNIT 		ASSETS		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24

		Civilian Contractor		HERMES 057P		CREW REST										OP FLINT								OP FLINT								Retask to Route Recce MSR xx								OP FLINT								OP FLINT						CREW REST										OP FERRIER								OP ORYX								OP ORYX								OP ORYX								OP FERRIER						CREW REST								CREW REST										RR MSR O								RR MSR O								RR MSR O								RR MSR O

				HERMES 058P										UNSERVICEABLE								UNSERVICEABLE								RFI nr xxxx								RFI nr xxxx								RFI nr xxxx								RFI nr xxxx								UNSERVICEABLE								UNSERVICEABLE								UNSERVICEABLE								UNSERVICEABLE								UNSERVICEABLE																																																SERVICEABLE								SERVICEABLE								SERVICEABLE								SERVICEABLE

				HERMES 059P										RFI nr xxxx								IAL POL NAI 029								ENGINE CX								ENGINE CX								Retask RFI nr xxxx								Retask RFI nr xxxx								SPARE								SPARE																																																SERVICEABLE								SERVICEABLE								SERVICEABLE								SERVICEABLE

		LOA		HERON 613P										RFI nr xxxx								Retask RFI nr xxxx								NO FLY - But Alert								Pending										Retask to City A						Pending								RFI nr xxxx

				HERON 614P						Force Protection OP TECKEL V NAI 028												CREW REST										Static overwatch TASSIGA NAI 028												OP FOLON 2 - AA POL										NO FLY - But Alert														DEU ISR TF										CREW REST										TIN TECHORI								TELATAY/ Convoy Support								Force Protection xx Bn								Convoy Support 								Static overwatch UN Camp Sector North								Static overwatch UN Camp Sector North								RFI nr xx								RFI nr xx

		01 ISR TF		Recce Patrol				HOTO - FRAMEWORK OPS, IAL OP xxxx																																																																																																						HOTO - FRAMEWORK OPS, IAL OP xxxx

		01 ISR TF		FHT				HOTO - FRAMEWORK OPS, IAL OP xxxx																																																																																																						HOTO - FRAMEWORK OPS, IAL OP xxxx

		02 ISR TF		LRRP		COLLECTING IAL, Appendix to Annex D, FragO 001 FOLON 2

		Sector A, xxBat		xx Coy										COLLECTING NAI xx, IAL still pending

				GRIFFIN



				MD 500



				CHINOOK































































































ARM Midterm

		Aquisition management plan				WEEK 20														WEEK 21														WEEK 22														WEEK 23														WEEK 24														WEEK 21								WEEK 22								WEEK 23								WEEK 24								WEEK 25								WEEK 26								WEEK 27								WEEK 28																SUN 21SEP, D+46

		UNIT 		ASSETS		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		01		02		3		04		05		06		07		08		09		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		01		2		03		04		05		6		07		08		09		10		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24		0-6		6-12		6-18		18-24

				UAS HERMES		RFI		RFI		IAL		RFI		RFI		RFI		IAL		IAL		IAL		IAL		IAL		IAL		RFI		Rest		Rest		IAL

				UAS HERON		IAL		RFI		RFI		IAL		RFI		RFI		IAL		IAL		RFI		RFI		Rest		RFI		IAL		IAL		RFI		IAL

		HeliDet		HeliDet GRIFFIN

		HeliDet		MD 500

		01 ISR TF		Recce Patrol				HOTO - FRAMEWORK OPS, IAL OP xxxx																																																																																																		CTL DOUENTZA

		01 ISR TF		T UAS				HOTO - FRAMEWORK OPS, IAL OP xxxx																																																																																																		CTL DOUENTZA

		02 ISR TF		LRRP		COLLECTING IAL, Appendix to Annex D, FragO 001 FOLON 2

		xxBat		xx Coy										COLLECTING IR TELATAY, IAL still pending











































































IAL FOLON 2

																LEGEND				Task is no longer valid				IS ALREADY TASKED

																				VALID / NEW TASK



		SERIAL		IAP REF		REQUEST

carwal02: carwal02:
		INDICATOR		Named Area of Interest		LTIOV

carwal02: carwal02:
Latest Time In Order to be Valid
Enough time for processing needs to be encounted 				

carwal02: carwal02:
RFI mallen bör vara synkad mot dessa		Tasked asset		Task starts DTG		Task ends DTG		Period of report for asset

carwal02: carwal02:
Skall sensorn rapportera regelbundet? I så fall med vilken intervall?		FORMAT		COMMENTS

carwal02: carwal02:
Viktigaste rutan...
Här förklaras på enkelt språk vilken effekt som vill uppnås. 
Enheter eller sensorer fyller i detta fält utförligt.
Ligger till grund för dialog under mötet.

		1		PIR 1, SIR 1.3, U2 Prod		What is the ethnic composition of the villages in AOO?		Different structure of huts 												Daily		Intrep		To get a better picture of when inter-ethnic clashes started

		2		PIR 4,    SIR 1.3,     U2 Prod IR, SE IR		Which are the main routes in AOO used by IDP?		Signs of bonfires along routes. Litter.												As obtained

		3		SIR 1.3,     U2 Prod IR, SE IR		Which are the attitudes within LP that could have an influence on MINUSMA/MDSF?														As obtained

		4		IR U2 Prod		Which are the main areas of clashes, most problematic/tensed village area?		Dwells and Mosques are demolished in villages, destroyed cultivation. Closed clinics and medical centers, Government and regional administration centers closed, absence of justice providers. Level of availability of electricity, water, sabotaged network providers’ facilities.																To get a picture of AO of MACINA KATIBAT AND AI intertwines

		5		IR U2 Prod
 SIR 3.8		Where are schools affected with security issues?		No teaching, Schools closed teachers not present or not attending schools.												Daily				To get a picture of who is the key leader and security provider in AOO, incl how AI is fuelling inter-ethnic conflict.

		6		U2 Prod IR		Are there villages more affiliated to each other in the district?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 																Better understanding of the status of camps, performance of patrollong , manning in CP

		7		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have any knowledge of radical preaching / teaching/indoctrination of LP/students?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 												As obtained				To clarify if DOZO new TTP

		8		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have knowledge of groups and locations where mines/ IED being used?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence.

		9		SIR 3.8,     SE IR		What is the attitude of LP towards AG?

		10		IR U2 Prod, U3 INFOOPS
 SIR 3.8,    SN IR		Key leaders in AOO/villages/ How susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation processes?		Religious, Aminekol, wealthy individuals 

		11		SIR 3.9		Where are signs indicating recruitment, mobilization and propaganda?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 

		12		SIR 1.4
IR U2 Prod		Where are locations of self-defense camps, equipment, organization and support of LP? DOZO in possession of automatic weapons instead of traditional hunting rifles?		Camps of about 200 m x 300 m with fires at the periphery, armed PU and/or collective weapon in the center, a ‘kitchen’ area, and a place parked MC together. Barrels / Fuel storage in forested areas.

		13		U2 Prod, SE IR		Have DOZO/DOGON or other self-def militias CP's IVO villages access? Do they hamper FoM for any LP?		Manned buildings/tents close to CP's. Blockades, taxation, manmade blocks/damage on infrastructure

		14		SIR 3.9		To what level cooperate AI and MK in AOO?		Statements, media, brochures, graffiti, meetings and rallies

		15		SIR 1.1, U3 INFOOPS		Who do people believe to be the main security provider in their area? (not who they think it should be, but who it actually is)
Who do people trust most to provide security in their area?		Normal PoL, population at the market, walking streets at night, engagement with MDSF. 

		16		SIR 1.7,     U3 INFOOPS		What language is commonly spoken/
understood in the village? 		Public signage, speech, leaf letters

		17		SIR 1.7,    SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		In what way to the LPs receive information, what is the content of the information the LP receives? (i.e. rumors, general news, calls to arms, hate speech between communities, threats)?         		Access to radio, access to television, communal areas (markets), mosques. Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. Radio messages, leaflets, acts of intimidation, AG propaganda occurred within villages.

		18		SIR 1.7		What is the preferred means of communication 
amongst the LP? (difference between segments?)         		Literacy rates, access to radio, access to television,
 communal areas (markets), mosques. 
Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. 
Radio messages 

		19		SIR 1.3      U3 INFOOPS		What are the main sources of revenue in the village? 		Farm land, factories, markets, transport trucks. 

		20		SIR 1.3 U3 INFOOPS		Does the LP in rural areas or small villages receive information on events/issues outside of their area/village?
How does the LP receive this information? 		i.e. word to mouth, travelers, radio

		21		SIR 1.5,     U3 INFOOPS		What is the status of the informational infrastructure?  What NGO/IO are active within the village? What is the LPs access to vital services? 		Cell towers (coverage), satellite network (coverage), radio stations (coverage). NGO/IO offices, hospitals, medical clinics, water pumps, wells, markets, 

		22		SIR 1.7      U3 INFOOPS		Which groups within communities listen
 to which radio stations?		Differences amongst men / women / children, 
and between urban/ rural areas,
 in the different socio-economic groups?

		23		SIR 1.7     SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		What is the preferred means of communication amongst armed groups?		Satellite phones, radio's, frequencies, destruction of radio or cell phone towers

		24		U3 INFOOPS		What is the belief system of the different groups within the AOO?		Dress style, number of females in public places, style and number of mosques, animistic products on markets. Times LP goes to prayer, (non-)mixed classes in school, marabouts, public statements of religious leaders

		25		SIR 1.6,     U3 INFOOPS		What are the activities of the IDPs?  What are LP perceptions of IDPs?  Which is the most vulnerable category of IDP, or most commonly influenced by crime or armed groups		Movement, Semi-permenent/permenent homes, jobs, clashes, complaints. Criminal activities in IDP camps

		26		U3 INFOOPS		What is the role of children (not 'youth') in villages/cities? What is the role of women in villages/cities?		Roaming freely, working on cultivation,   women in politics, Caring for children, Fighting, Spying. 













































































































IAL OP ORYX

														LEGEND				Task is no longer valid				IS ALREADY TASKED

																		VALID / NEW TASK



		SERIAL		ICP REF		REQUEST

carwal02: carwal02:
		INDICATOR		LTIOV

carwal02: carwal02:
Latest Time In Order to be Valid
Tid för bearbetning skall beaktas, t ex mängden rådata som skall analyseras.				

carwal02: carwal02:
RFI mallen bör vara synkad mot dessa		Tasked asset		Task starts DTG		Task ends DTG		Period of report for asset

carwal02: carwal02:
Skall sensorn rapportera regelbundet? I så fall med vilken intervall?		FORMAT		COMMENTS

carwal02: carwal02:
Viktigaste rutan...
Här förklaras på enkelt språk vilken effekt som vill uppnås. 
Enheter eller sensorer fyller i detta fält utförligt.
Ligger till grund för dialog under mötet.

		1		PIR 1, SIR 1.3, U2 Prod		What is the ethnic composition of the villages in AOO?		Different structure of huts 										Daily		Intrep		To get a better picture of when inter-ethnic clashes started

		2		PIR 4,    SIR 1.3,     U2 Prod IR, SE IR		Which are the main routes in AOO used by IDP?		Signs of bonfires along routes. Litter.										As obtained

		3		SIR 1.3,     U2 Prod IR, SE IR		Which are the attitudes within LP that could have an influence on MINUSMA/MDSF?												As obtained

		4		IR U2 Prod		Which are the main areas of clashes, most problematic/tensed village area?		Dwells and Mosques are demolished in villages, destroyed cultivation. Closed clinics and medical centers, Government and regional administration centers closed, absence of justice providers. Level of availability of electricity, water, sabotaged network providers’ facilities.														To get a picture of AO of MACINA KATIBAT AND AI intertwines

		5		IR U2 Prod
 SIR 3.8		Where are schools affected with security issues?		No teaching, Schools closed teachers not present or not attending schools.										Daily				To get a picture of who is the key leader and security provider in AOO, incl how AI is fuelling inter-ethnic conflict.

		6		U2 Prod IR		Are there villages more affiliated to each other in the district?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 														Better understanding of the status of camps, performance of patrollong , manning in CP

		7		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have any knowledge of radical preaching / teaching/indoctrination of LP/students?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 										As obtained				To clarify if DOZO new TTP

		8		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have knowledge of groups and locations where mines/ IED being used?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence.

		9		SIR 3.8,     SE IR		What is the attitude of LP towards AG?

		10		IR U2 Prod, U3 INFOOPS
 SIR 3.8,    SN IR		Key leaders in AOO/villages/ How susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation processes?		Religious, Aminekol, wealthy individuals 

		11		SIR 3.9		Where are signs indicating recruitment, mobilization and propaganda?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 

		12		SIR 1.4
IR U2 Prod		Where are locations of self-defense camps, equipment, organization and support of LP? DOZO in possession of automatic weapons instead of traditional hunting rifles?		Camps of about 200 m x 300 m with fires at the periphery, armed PU and/or collective weapon in the center, a ‘kitchen’ area, and a place parked MC together. Barrels / Fuel storage in forested areas.

		13		U2 Prod, SE IR		Have DOZO/DOGON or other self-def militias CP's IVO villages access? Do they hamper FoM for any LP?		Manned buildings/tents close to CP's. Blockades, taxation, manmade blocks/damage on infrastructure

		14		SIR 3.9		To what level cooperate AI and MK in AOO?		Statements, media, brochures, graffiti, meetings and rallies

		15		SIR 1.1, U3 INFOOPS		Who do people believe to be the main security provider in their area? (not who they think it should be, but who it actually is)
Who do people trust most to provide security in their area?		Normal PoL, population at the market, walking streets at night, engagement with MDSF. 

		16		SIR 1.7,     U3 INFOOPS		What language is commonly spoken/
understood in the village? 		Public signage, speech, leaf letters

		17		SIR 1.7,    SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		In what way to the LPs receive information, what is the content of the information the LP receives? (i.e. rumors, general news, calls to arms, hate speech between communities, threats)?         		Access to radio, access to television, communal areas (markets), mosques. Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. Radio messages, leaflets, acts of intimidation, AG propaganda occurred within villages.

		18		SIR 1.7		What is the preferred means of communication 
amongst the LP? (difference between segments?)         		Literacy rates, access to radio, access to television,
 communal areas (markets), mosques. 
Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. 
Radio messages 

		19		SIR 1.3      U3 INFOOPS		What are the main sources of revenue in the village? 		Farm land, factories, markets, transport trucks. 

		20		SIR 1.3 U3 INFOOPS		Does the LP in rural areas or small villages receive information on events/issues outside of their area/village?
How does the LP receive this information? 		i.e. word to mouth, travelers, radio

		21		SIR 1.5,     U3 INFOOPS		What is the status of the informational infrastructure?  What NGO/IO are active within the village? What is the LPs access to vital services? 		Cell towers (coverage), satellite network (coverage), radio stations (coverage). NGO/IO offices, hospitals, medical clinics, water pumps, wells, markets, 

		22		SIR 1.7      U3 INFOOPS		Which groups within communities listen
 to which radio stations?		Differences amongst men / women / children, 
and between urban/ rural areas,
 in the different socio-economic groups?

		23		SIR 1.7     SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		What is the preferred means of communication amongst armed groups?		Satellite phones, radio's, frequencies, destruction of radio or cell phone towers

		24		U3 INFOOPS		What is the belief system of the different groups within the AOO?		Dress style, number of females in public places, style and number of mosques, animistic products on markets. Times LP goes to prayer, (non-)mixed classes in school, marabouts, public statements of religious leaders

		25		SIR 1.6,     U3 INFOOPS		What are the activities of the IDPs?  What are LP perceptions of IDPs?  Which is the most vulnerable category of IDP, or most commonly influenced by crime or armed groups		Movement, Semi-permenent/permenent homes, jobs, clashes, complaints. Criminal activities in IDP camps

		26		U3 INFOOPS		What is the role of children (not 'youth') in villages/cities? What is the role of women in villages/cities?		Roaming freely, working on cultivation,   women in politics, Caring for children, Fighting, Spying. 













































































































IAL OP FLINT

						FHQ U2 IAL to Forces										LEGEND				Task is no longer valid		IS ALREADY TASKED

						REF: IAP 007 
		This IAL is dated: 14/05/2019				Pending								VALID / NEW TASK

						REF: U2 MICM 13/05/2019
		Annex to TaskO OP FLINT				FHQ U2 C IRMCM

		SERIAL		IAP REF		IR		INDICATORS & WARNINGS		Named Area of Interest		LTIOV		Tasked asset		Task starts DTG		Task ends DTG		Period of report for asset		COMMENTS

		
1		PIR 1, IR 1.1, 1,2		How are the different ethnicities supporting / taking part in different organizations (TAGs and other AGs) in the AoO?		LPs have knowledge that there are foreigners or people from another  geographical area now in neighbourhood area, who have been here since a few days/weeks/months.		NAI 028,029,030		DTG: xxxx		ISR COY		DTG: xxxx		DTG: xxxx		Daily

		2		PIR 1, IR 1.1. 1,2		Key leaders in AOO /villages, who are they: How susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation processes?		Religious, wealthy individuals. 		NAI 028,029,030		DTG: xxxx		CIMIC		DTG: xxxx		DTG: xxxx		Daily

		3		      IR 1.4, SECT IR		What non-military threats affect the local population?		Weather impact, disease present. Signs of hunger or significant needs. Crop failure.		NAI 028,029,030		DTG: xxxx		ISR COY, UNIT BN		DTG: xxxx		DTG: xxxx		As obtained

		4		IR 1.5		Are the LP under the influence of AGs (optional of coercive), are LP forced to hamper International Forces by any means?		Population displays fear/ no fear in Area X. Dwells and Mosques are demolished in villages, destroyed cultivation. Closed clinics and medical centers, Government and regional administration centers closed, absence of justice providers. Level of availability of electricity, water, sabotaged network providers’ facilities.		NAI 028,029,030		DTG: xxxx		MALE UAS, ISR COY		DTG: xxxx		DTG: xxxx		As obtained

		5		IR U2 Prod
 SIR 3.8		Where are schools affected with security issues?		No teaching, Schools closed teachers not present or not attending schools.		NAI 028,029,030		DTG: xxxx		MALE UAS		DTG: xxxx		DTG: xxxx		As obtained

		F 006		IR U2 Prod		Are there villages more affiliated to each other in the AOO, or not?		Tensions between LP and foreigners or people from another area IVO DOUENTZA or DALA. LPs have  knowledge that there are foreigners or people from another area in their village who have been here since a few days/weeks/months.

		F 007		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have any knowledge of radical preaching / teaching/indoctrination of LP/students?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 												As obtained

		F 008		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have knowledge of groups and locations where mines/ IED being used?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence.

		F 009		 IR 10 U2 Prod		Are possible TAGs offering money to LP IOT gain information about convoys, are LP forced to hamper IF and/or MDSF by any means?

		F 010				Are LP aware of the use of IED on MSR/ secondary roads, are they warned, by who, when and how?		When doing SLE and KLE feeling of tensions or  LP are  willing to talk or just hiding when MINUSMA/IF approaching and asks questions. LP noticed "suspicious roadworks in the early mornings at MSR.

		F 011				Are there problems created by the convoys, 
hampering LP daily business?		MINUSMA convoys are hampering in their daily business, causing traffic jams, road damage. Tensions between LP and MDSF.

		F 012		SIR 3.8,     SE IR		What is the attitude of LP towards AG, are any village/settlement sympathetic towards TAGs?

		F 013		IR U2 Prod, U3 INFOOPS
 SIR 3.8,    SN IR		Key leaders in AOO/villages/ How susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation processes?		Religious, Aminekol, wealthy individuals 

		F 014		SIR 3.9		Where are signs indicating recruitment, mobilization and propaganda?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. LP have knowledge of possible HME or bomb factories in AOO. LP have knowledge about known smugglers.

		F 015				What are the locations of support zones?		Accessibility and movement by motorcycles, vehicles IVO GANDAMIA plateau
(New) tracks, possible supply routes. Increased transport cross border activities MONDORO - KORO axis. Changes in POL of traffic patterns, type of goods.														Tasked to HERMES ISO C-IED DOUENTZA and OP FLINT series

		F 016		SIR 1.4
IR U2 Prod		Where are locations of self-defense camps, equipment, organization and support of LP? DOZO in possession of automatic weapons instead of traditional hunting rifles?		Camps of about 200 m x 300 m with fires at the periphery, armed PU and/or collective weapon in the center, a ‘kitchen’ area, and a place parked MC together. Barrels / Fuel storage in forested areas.														Tasked to HERMES ISO C-IED DOUENTZA and OP FLINT series

		F 017		U2 Prod, SE IR		Have DOGON/ DOZO or other self-def militias CP's IVO villages access? Do they hamper FoM for any LP, and what is the percerption from LP?		Manned buildings/tents close to CP's. Blockades, taxation, manmade blocks/damage on infrastructure

		F 018		SIR 3.9		Strength, locations, TTPs of Serma Katibat, Gourma Katibat ISGS and Ansaroul Islam		Statements, media, brochures, graffiti, meetings and rallies

		F 019		SIR 1.1, U3 INFOOPS		Who do people believe to be the main security provider in their area? (not who they think it should be, but who it actually is)
Who do LP trust most to provide security in their area?		Normal PoL or changing, population at the market, walking streets at night, engagement with MDSF. 

		F 020		SIR 1.7,     U3 INFOOPS		What language is commonly spoken/
understood in the villages?		Public signage, speech, leaf letters

		F 021		SIR 1.7,    SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		In what way to the LPs receive information, what is the content of the information the LP receives? (i.e. rumors, general news, calls to arms, hate speech between communities, threats)?         		Access to radio, access to television, communal areas (markets), mosques. Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. Radio messages, leaflets, acts of intimidation, AG propaganda occurred within villages.

		F 022		SIR 1.7		What is the preferred means of communication 
amongst the LP? (difference between segments?)         		Literacy rates, access to radio, access to television,
 communal areas (markets), mosques. 
Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. 
Radio messages 

		F 023		SIR 1.3      U3 INFOOPS		What are the main sources of revenue in the village? 		Farm land, factories, markets, transport trucks. 

		F 024		SIR 1.3 U3 INFOOPS		Does the LP in rural areas or small villages receive information on events/issues outside of their area/village?
How does the LP receive this information? 		i.e. word to mouth, travelers, radio

		F 025		SIR 1.5,     U3 INFOOPS		What is the status of the information infrastructure?  What NGO/IO are active within AO? What is the LPs access to vital services? 		Cell towers (coverage), satellite network (coverage), radio stations (coverage). NGO/IO offices, hospitals, medical clinics, water pumps, wells, markets, Status of CIMIC projects.

		F 026		SIR 1.7      U3 INFOOPS		Which groups within communities listen
 to which radio stations?		Differences amongst men / women / children, 
and between urban/ rural areas,
 in the different socio-economic groups?

		F 027				Does the area have cell phone coverage, who has access to internet and/or cell phone		Cell towers (coverage), satellite network (coverage), radio stations (coverage)

		F 028		SIR 1.7     SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		What is the preferred means of communication amongst armed groups?		Satellite phones, radio's, frequencies, destruction of radio or cell phone towers

		F 029		U3 INFOOPS		What is the belief system of the different groups within the AOO?		Dress style, number of females in public places, style and number of mosques, animistic products on markets. Times LP goes to prayer, (non-)mixed classes in school, marabouts, public statements of religious leaders

		F 030		SIR 1.6,     U3 INFOOPS		What are the activities of the IDPs?  What are LP perceptions of IDPs?  Which is the most vulnerable category of IDP, or most commonly influenced by crime or armed groups		Movement, Semi-permenent/permenent homes, jobs, clashes, complaints. Criminal activities in IDP camps

		F 031		U3 INFOOPS		What is the role of children (not 'youth') in villages/cities? What is the role of women in villages/cities?		Roaming freely, working on cultivation,   women in politics, Caring for children, Fighting, Spying. 
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What is Information Management?



What is Information Management?
Classification: UN CONFIDENTIAL Priority: Immediate 
Serial UN MISSION TITLE RFI 001/00 
1 SUBJECT OF RFI A general statement of the subject of the RFI 
2 Date/Time Group Requested The Date Time Group (DTG) of the request 
3 DTG Required The latest DTG after which the information will be of 

little value 
4 STATEMENT OF 

REQUIREMENT 
In as much detail as possible, clearly state the nature 
of the requirement 

5 REMARKS Any amplifying remarks that will assist in clarifying the 
request 

6 SECURITY CLASSIFICATION Indicate the desired security classification 
7 POINT OF CONTACT Identify (by name and contact number) who is the 

originator / responsible for handling the RFI 
METHOD OF TRANSMISSION: The format in which you want the RFI to be produced. 

 

 is no longer IS ALREADY TASKED
REF: IAP 007 This IAL is dated: 14/05/2019

REF: U2 MICM 13/05/2019 Annex to TaskO OP FLINT

SERIAL IAP REF IR INDICATORS & WARNINGS Named Area of Interest LTIOV Tasked asset Task starts DTG Task ends DTG Period of report 
for asset COMMENTS

1
PIR 1, IR 
1.1, 1,2

How are the different ethnicities supporting / taking part 
in different organizations (TAGs and other AGs) in the 

AoO?

LPs have knowledge that there are foreigners or people 
from another  geographical area now in neighbourhood 

area, who have been here since a few 
days/weeks/months.

NAI 028,029,030 DTG: xxxx ISR COY DTG: xxxx DTG: xxxx Daily

2 PIR 1, IR 
1.1. 1,2

Key leaders in AOO /villages, who are they: How 
susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation 

processes?
Religious, wealthy individuals. NAI 028,029,030 DTG: xxxx CIMIC DTG: xxxx DTG: xxxx Daily

3       IR 1.4, 
SECT IR What non-military threats affect the local population? Weather impact, disease present. Signs of hunger or 

significant needs. Crop failure. NAI 028,029,030 DTG: xxxx ISR COY, UNIT 
BN DTG: xxxx DTG: xxxx As obtained

4 IR 1.5
Are the LP under the influence of AGs (optional of 
coercive), are LP forced to hamper International 

Forces by any means?

Population displays fear/ no fear in Area X. Dwells and 
Mosques are demolished in villages, destroyed 
cultivation. Closed clinics and medical centers, 

Government and regional administration centers closed, 
absence of justice providers. Level of availability of 

electricity, water, sabotaged network providers’ 
facilities.

NAI 028,029,030 DTG: xxxx MALE UAS, ISR 
COY DTG: xxxx DTG: xxxx As obtained

5 IR U2 Prod
 SIR 3.8 Where are schools affected with security issues? No teaching, Schools closed teachers not present or 

not attending schools. NAI 028,029,030 DTG: xxxx MALE UAS DTG: xxxx DTG: xxxx As obtained

FHQ U2 C IRMCM

FHQ U2 IAL to Forces LEGEND
Pending VALID / NEW TASK



What is Information Management?

Monitor and deliver to requester



What is Areas of Intelligence?

IR (tasking) and/or RFI (asking)



Acquisition – Basic skills

• Clear objectives (Mission Leadership) can not be 
overstated.

• More and more technical Acquisition Assets, but
• Every soldier is a sensor

I don’t know what I don’t know

I know what I don’t know

I don’t know what I know

I know what I know





Acquisition

Sources of information



Force Commander

Unit 
Bn

Unit 
Bn ISR TF AirDet SHQ  

1
SHQ 

2
MALE 
UAS

U1 U2 U3 U5

Asking EEI via higher 
formation through IAP 

and list / Dynamic Tasks

Tasking via higher 
formation through Ops 

Planning

Sources of information



Force Commander

Unit 
Bn

Unit 
Bn ISR TF AirDet SHQ  

1
SHQ 

2
MALE 
UAS

U1 U2 U3 …U5…

Mission U/G/2 Cell 

COY/BN S2 level

MASIC 

Mission U/G/2 Cell 

MASIC = (Military All Source Information Cells) 

Sources of information

Civil AffairsJOC/JMAC UNPOL 

UNDSS UNMO DDR Entities 



Force Commander

Unit 
Bn

Unit 
Bn ISR TF AirDet SHQ  

1
SHQ 

2
MALE 
UAS

U1 U2 U3 …U5…

Sources of information

OSINT
Mission U/G/2 Cell 

MASIC 

JOC/JMAC 

OSINT

OSINT

Mission U/G/2 Cell 

OSINT



Force Commander

Unit 
Bn

Unit 
Bn ISR TF AirDet SHQ  

1
SHQ 

2
MALE 
UAS

U1 U2 U3 …U5…

Sources of information

COMINT

ELINT

HUMINT

RECCE

Foot Patrols

CIMIC

GEOINT/IMINT

GEOINT/IMINT





Acquisition Cycle

The way of an IR



Object A
IDP/POC-camp

Possible indirect
fire?

Possible ambush/IED 
on routes?

Possible direct fire on 
Object A?

Possible surveillance? 

Possible hideouts? 

Possible surveillance? 

Object A
IDP/POC-camp

Acquisition Cycle- Step One
What PIR is being addressed:

• PIR 1: What are the threats to the local population

REPORTING: (Datamining)
• 04 MAY 19 IDF ATK on Object A  (NFDK). Highly likely by AG A;
• 10 APR 19 IDF  ATK on National Sec.Force Camp, one (1) CIV WND. 

Highly likely by AG A;
• 02 MAR 19 ATK on LoC, one (1) AG KLD;
• 29 JAN 19 CPX ATK on LoC by AG, two (2) National Security Forces KIA, 

10 WIA and one (1) AG KLD.

(NEW) INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS: (ana
• Current situation IVO Hills north of Object A
• Detailed information about  Armed groups (AG) presence and strength.
• Presence and strength of AG along LoC.
• AG support by Local Population (enforced and voluntarily),
• Political affiliations of Local population,
• IED situation on roads (LoC)
• FoM on LoC
• Possible bypass roads (possible enemy assembly areas)

ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATION ( Based upon conducted AOE and Actor Analysis)



II

II

Forces
observation post?

Forces
observation post? 

Forces
observation post? 

Object A
IDP/POC-camp

A Coy is to:
• Overwatch …
• Monitor…
• Patrol …

Acquisition Cycle- Step two

B Coy is to:
• Overwatch…
• Monitor….

Recce plt is to:
• Conduct

Surveillance
xx…

II
Observation Post
Patrol

NAI - position

NAI - area

Patrol area



Possible indirect
fire?

Possible ambush/IED 
on routes?

Possible direct fire on 
Object A?

Possible surveillance? 

Possible hideouts? 

Possible surveillance? 

Object A
IDP/POC-camp

Acquisition Cycle; step three



A Coy is to:
• Overwatch …
• Monitor…
• Patrol …

B Coy is to:
• Overwatch…
• Monitor….

Recce plt is to:
• Conduct

Surveillance
xx…

Acquisition Cycle

Ops Off tasks with support with IAP from PKMI 
branch

+

PIR SIR EEI Acquiring Unit NAI NLT LTIOV

A 
C

oy

B 
C

oy

U
AS

 

U
N

 O
b



 
FRAGO REFERENCE 
 
1. SITUATION 
a. General 
Acquired information suggests AK 74 weapons are being stored and sold in the vicinity of NAI 01. 
 
b. Threat Assessment 
The threat level in NAI 01 is assessed to be LOW. 
 
2. MISSION 
a. Own mission 
To conduct patrolling and overt surveillance in NAI 01 to establish the presence of armed actors and 
weapon systems. 
 
3. EXECUTION  
a. Tasks 
 
1. A Rifle Company, 1 Rifle Battalion 
Conduct patrolling in NAI 01 with focus on the village of YYY (MGRS XXXX). 
Patrolling is to be conducted from DTG XXXX to DTG XXXX. 
 
2. 3 Recce Platoon 
Conduct static overt surveillance against road Alfa and Bravo (MGRS XXXX) 
Surveillance is to be conducted from DTG XXXX to DTG XXXX. 
 
Information requirement: Collect and report according to Intelligence Acquisition LIST, Appendix ZZ 
 
4. SERVICE SUPPORT 
All units are to bring one (1) Day of supply (DOS). 
 
5. COMMAND/SIGNAL 
a. Command and Control 
A Rifle Company is to co-ordinate all patrol and surveillance activity in NAI 11. 
 
b. Report and returns 
Written patrol reports are to be submitted to Bn/S2 NLT DTG XXXX 
Patrol debrief will be conducted DTG XXXX. 

 

Ops Off task, PKMI ask 

Acquisition Cycle





Acquisition

Best practise; example from a mission



 is no longer IS ALREADY TASKED
REF: IAP XXX This IAL is dated: 14/05/2019

REF: U2 MICM 13/05/2019 Annex to TaskO OP FLINT

SERIAL IAP REF IR INDICATORS & WARNINGS Named Area of Interest LTIOV Tasked asset Task starts DTG Task ends DTG FORMAT COMMENTS

1

PIR 1, IR 
1.1, 1,2, EEI 

1.1.1

Sign of armed group x presence?

Transmissions on frequency utilized by armed group x
Presence of signature equipment

LPs have knowledge that there are foreigners or people 
from another  geographical area now in neighbourhood 

area, who have been here since a few 
days/weeks/months.

NAI 028,029,030

2  G2 RFI xxx
Key leaders in AOO /villages, who are they: How 
susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation 

processes?
Religious, wealthy individuals. NAI 028,029,030

3 SIR 1.2
What is the attitude armed groups towards the 

population

Population displays fear/ no fear in Area X. Dwells and 
Mosques are demolished in villages, destroyed 
cultivation. Closed clinics and medical centers, 

Government and regional administration centers closed, 
absence of justice providers. Level of availability of 

electricity, water, sabotaged network providers’ facilities.

NAI 030

4      SIR 1.4, 
G2 RFI xxx What non-military threats affect the local population? Weather impact, disease present. Signs of hunger or 

significant needs. Crop failure. NAI 028,029,030

FHQ U2 IAL to Forces LEGEND
Pending VALID / NEW TASK

FHQ U2 C IRMCM

Acquisition Management

Best practice: Example from a mission


AGENDA

		 AGENDA



		Participants

		Leadership Guidance/change in subjects/CCIR/area priorities

		PIR Upcoming AR Needs

		ARM Plans - UAS/ISR Assets 

		IAL

		Miscellanous/Closing remarks































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Intel Update Prior or Sect.wise









































 PIR Upcoming AR Needs

		PIR/IR No.		REQUIREMENT		ORIGINATOR		PROCESS Responsibility		NAI		LTIOV		TASKED (IAL)		COMMENTS





		IR 1		Replaced Key Leaders in villages?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 2		New Self-Defence camps, locations?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 3		Dynamics with local initatives?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 4		Projects of NGO influencing AOO?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 5		IDP Camps, reinsertion of refugees?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX

		IR 6		Mobile DOZO Locations		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2

		IR 7		Schools affected, security issues?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 8		Areas with more aggressive intrusion by ethnic groups?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX

		IR 9		Which are the main areas of clashes, most problematic/tensed village area?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr				 		YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 10		Where are there signs indicating  increased recruitment, mobilization and propaganda?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 11		What is the relationship between the local population and AG's?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 12		Proof of cooperation between HSCUA and Ansar Aldine?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 13		Are HSCUA and Ansar Aldine going to be opposite forces?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 14		In which areas does CMA try to expand/sustain presence?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 15		In which areas does GATIA try to expand/sustain presence?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 16		What is the original supply location of the components used for IEDs?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 17		Where are the components being mixed for use in IEDs?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 18		Who is the originator of the IED planning?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 20		To which group(s) are the IED spotters and/or emplacers linked to?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 21		Who is supplying Serma Katibat?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 22		Which tracks are being used for movement S to N?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 23		Which tracks are being used in the  mountain area/slopes?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		ORYX

		IR 24		Determination of vegetation, soil, rocks		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 28		Changes in soil and tracks		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 29		Did LP see MINUSMA during the operation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 30		Did LPs receive MINUSMA messages? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 31		Did LPs see an increase in security in the area? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 32		Who to the LPs view as the legitimate security provider?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 33		Do LPs have confidence in the MSDF to provide security?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 34		Are LPs influenced by TAGs?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 35		Have LPs received messages from TAGs after the operation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 36		Do LPs see improvement to their daily life during/after the operation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 38		Did LPs see MINUSMA during the operation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 39		Did LPs see an increase in security during the operation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 40		Who to the LPs view as the legitimate security provider?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 41		Have the LPs participated in alternative dispute resolution mechanisms to address intercommunal violence?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 42		Do the LPs feel under threat due to their tribal affiliation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 44		Are LPs optimistic of better intercommunal relations? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 45		Do the LPs support the DDR process?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 46		Do the CAG support the DDR process?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 47		Do the LPs view the DDR process as effective?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 48		What are the perceived barriers to the implementation of the DDR process?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 55		Do the LPs view the DDR process as effective?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 57		Do LPs participate in the elections?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 58		Do LPs view elections as fair and impartial?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 59		Do LPs view elections as representative?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 60		Do LPs view MINUSMA as neutral? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 61		Are LPs coerced to avoid elections or support a particular party? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 62		How do the LP perceive MINUSMA		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 63		How do the LP perceive IF (i.e Barkhane)		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 64		What are the primary security concerns of the LP?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 65		What are the primary threats to the LP (i.e food security, water, etc)		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 66		Who do the LPs see as the primary provider of security?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 67		Who would the LP prefer to provide security?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 68		What is the status of the educational system (where do LPs go to school, who goes to school, what type of school)		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 69		Have schools been shut down?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 70		What is the literacy rate amongst the LPs.		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 71		Do LPs have access to medical services?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 72		Are medical services adequate?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 73		Do LPs trust local GoM governance institutions? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 74		Where do LPs get their information (radio, word of mouth, online, etc)?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 75		Who are trusted sources of information within the community?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 77		What language is spoken?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 78		Do the LPs have internet access?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 79		Do the LPs have cell phone access?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 80		Does the area have cell phone coverage?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 81		Do the LPs have access to radio?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 82		What radio stations to the LPs listen to?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 83		Have the LPs heard MINUSMA messaging?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 84		Do the LPs trust MINUSMA messages?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 85		Have the LPs heard GoM messaging?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 86		Do the LPs trust GoM messages?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 87		What is the main economy in the area?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 88		What is the unemployment rate in the area?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 89		What is the LP perception of the Peace Process?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 90		Do LPs understand the MINUSMA Mandate?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 91		Do LPs support the Terrorist Armed Groups?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 92		Can LPs identify TAG leadership?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 93		What are the LPs perception of Self defence groups?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 94		Are there IDPs present in the area?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 95		What caused the IDPs to move from their homes?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 96		How long have they been away from their homes?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 97		Do the IDPs receive support from NGOs/IOs?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 98		What is required for IDPs to return to the home?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 99		Do armed groups exert an influence on the LPs?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 100		Is there extremist preaching in the mosques?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 101		Do LPs receive armed group messages?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 102		Do LPs feel threatened by Armed Groups?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES





ARM Short 
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		Civilian Contractor		HERMES 057P		CREW REST										OP FLINT								OP FLINT								Retask to Route Recce MSR xx								OP FLINT								OP FLINT						CREW REST										OP FERRIER								OP ORYX								OP ORYX								OP ORYX								OP FERRIER						CREW REST								CREW REST										RR MSR O								RR MSR O								RR MSR O								RR MSR O

				HERMES 058P										UNSERVICEABLE								UNSERVICEABLE								RFI nr xxxx								RFI nr xxxx								RFI nr xxxx								RFI nr xxxx								UNSERVICEABLE								UNSERVICEABLE								UNSERVICEABLE								UNSERVICEABLE								UNSERVICEABLE																																																SERVICEABLE								SERVICEABLE								SERVICEABLE								SERVICEABLE

				HERMES 059P										RFI nr xxxx								IAL POL NAI 029								ENGINE CX								ENGINE CX								Retask RFI nr xxxx								Retask RFI nr xxxx								SPARE								SPARE																																																SERVICEABLE								SERVICEABLE								SERVICEABLE								SERVICEABLE

		LOA		HERON 613P										RFI nr xxxx								Retask RFI nr xxxx								NO FLY - But Alert								Pending										Retask to City A						Pending								RFI nr xxxx

				HERON 614P						Force Protection OP TECKEL V NAI 028												CREW REST										Static overwatch TASSIGA NAI 028												OP FOLON 2 - AA POL										NO FLY - But Alert														DEU ISR TF										CREW REST										TIN TECHORI								TELATAY/ Convoy Support								Force Protection xx Bn								Convoy Support 								Static overwatch UN Camp Sector North								Static overwatch UN Camp Sector North								RFI nr xx								RFI nr xx

		01 ISR TF		Recce Patrol				HOTO - FRAMEWORK OPS, IAL OP xxxx																																																																																																						HOTO - FRAMEWORK OPS, IAL OP xxxx

		01 ISR TF		FHT				HOTO - FRAMEWORK OPS, IAL OP xxxx																																																																																																						HOTO - FRAMEWORK OPS, IAL OP xxxx

		02 ISR TF		LRRP		COLLECTING IAL, Appendix to Annex D, FragO 001 FOLON 2

		Sector A, xxBat		xx Coy										COLLECTING NAI xx, IAL still pending

				GRIFFIN



				MD 500



				CHINOOK































































































ARM Midterm

		Aquisition management plan				WEEK 20														WEEK 21														WEEK 22														WEEK 23														WEEK 24														WEEK 21								WEEK 22								WEEK 23								WEEK 24								WEEK 25								WEEK 26								WEEK 27								WEEK 28																SUN 21SEP, D+46
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				UAS HERMES		RFI		RFI		IAL		RFI		RFI		RFI		IAL		IAL		IAL		IAL		IAL		IAL		RFI		Rest		Rest		IAL

				UAS HERON		IAL		RFI		RFI		IAL		RFI		RFI		IAL		IAL		RFI		RFI		Rest		RFI		IAL		IAL		RFI		IAL

		HeliDet		HeliDet GRIFFIN

		HeliDet		MD 500

		01 ISR TF		Recce Patrol				HOTO - FRAMEWORK OPS, IAL OP xxxx																																																																																																		CTL DOUENTZA

		01 ISR TF		T UAS				HOTO - FRAMEWORK OPS, IAL OP xxxx																																																																																																		CTL DOUENTZA

		02 ISR TF		LRRP		COLLECTING IAL, Appendix to Annex D, FragO 001 FOLON 2

		xxBat		xx Coy										COLLECTING IR TELATAY, IAL still pending











































































IAL FOLON 2

																LEGEND				Task is no longer valid				IS ALREADY TASKED

																				VALID / NEW TASK



		SERIAL		IAP REF		REQUEST

carwal02: carwal02:
		INDICATOR		Named Area of Interest		LTIOV

carwal02: carwal02:
Latest Time In Order to be Valid
Enough time for processing needs to be encounted 				

carwal02: carwal02:
RFI mallen bör vara synkad mot dessa		Tasked asset		Task starts DTG		Task ends DTG		Period of report for asset

carwal02: carwal02:
Skall sensorn rapportera regelbundet? I så fall med vilken intervall?		FORMAT		COMMENTS

carwal02: carwal02:
Viktigaste rutan...
Här förklaras på enkelt språk vilken effekt som vill uppnås. 
Enheter eller sensorer fyller i detta fält utförligt.
Ligger till grund för dialog under mötet.

		1		PIR 1, SIR 1.3, U2 Prod		What is the ethnic composition of the villages in AOO?		Different structure of huts 												Daily		Intrep		To get a better picture of when inter-ethnic clashes started

		2		PIR 4,    SIR 1.3,     U2 Prod IR, SE IR		Which are the main routes in AOO used by IDP?		Signs of bonfires along routes. Litter.												As obtained

		3		SIR 1.3,     U2 Prod IR, SE IR		Which are the attitudes within LP that could have an influence on MINUSMA/MDSF?														As obtained

		4		IR U2 Prod		Which are the main areas of clashes, most problematic/tensed village area?		Dwells and Mosques are demolished in villages, destroyed cultivation. Closed clinics and medical centers, Government and regional administration centers closed, absence of justice providers. Level of availability of electricity, water, sabotaged network providers’ facilities.																To get a picture of AO of MACINA KATIBAT AND AI intertwines

		5		IR U2 Prod
 SIR 3.8		Where are schools affected with security issues?		No teaching, Schools closed teachers not present or not attending schools.												Daily				To get a picture of who is the key leader and security provider in AOO, incl how AI is fuelling inter-ethnic conflict.

		6		U2 Prod IR		Are there villages more affiliated to each other in the district?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 																Better understanding of the status of camps, performance of patrollong , manning in CP

		7		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have any knowledge of radical preaching / teaching/indoctrination of LP/students?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 												As obtained				To clarify if DOZO new TTP

		8		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have knowledge of groups and locations where mines/ IED being used?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence.

		9		SIR 3.8,     SE IR		What is the attitude of LP towards AG?

		10		IR U2 Prod, U3 INFOOPS
 SIR 3.8,    SN IR		Key leaders in AOO/villages/ How susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation processes?		Religious, Aminekol, wealthy individuals 

		11		SIR 3.9		Where are signs indicating recruitment, mobilization and propaganda?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 

		12		SIR 1.4
IR U2 Prod		Where are locations of self-defense camps, equipment, organization and support of LP? DOZO in possession of automatic weapons instead of traditional hunting rifles?		Camps of about 200 m x 300 m with fires at the periphery, armed PU and/or collective weapon in the center, a ‘kitchen’ area, and a place parked MC together. Barrels / Fuel storage in forested areas.

		13		U2 Prod, SE IR		Have DOZO/DOGON or other self-def militias CP's IVO villages access? Do they hamper FoM for any LP?		Manned buildings/tents close to CP's. Blockades, taxation, manmade blocks/damage on infrastructure

		14		SIR 3.9		To what level cooperate AI and MK in AOO?		Statements, media, brochures, graffiti, meetings and rallies

		15		SIR 1.1, U3 INFOOPS		Who do people believe to be the main security provider in their area? (not who they think it should be, but who it actually is)
Who do people trust most to provide security in their area?		Normal PoL, population at the market, walking streets at night, engagement with MDSF. 

		16		SIR 1.7,     U3 INFOOPS		What language is commonly spoken/
understood in the village? 		Public signage, speech, leaf letters

		17		SIR 1.7,    SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		In what way to the LPs receive information, what is the content of the information the LP receives? (i.e. rumors, general news, calls to arms, hate speech between communities, threats)?         		Access to radio, access to television, communal areas (markets), mosques. Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. Radio messages, leaflets, acts of intimidation, AG propaganda occurred within villages.

		18		SIR 1.7		What is the preferred means of communication 
amongst the LP? (difference between segments?)         		Literacy rates, access to radio, access to television,
 communal areas (markets), mosques. 
Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. 
Radio messages 

		19		SIR 1.3      U3 INFOOPS		What are the main sources of revenue in the village? 		Farm land, factories, markets, transport trucks. 

		20		SIR 1.3 U3 INFOOPS		Does the LP in rural areas or small villages receive information on events/issues outside of their area/village?
How does the LP receive this information? 		i.e. word to mouth, travelers, radio

		21		SIR 1.5,     U3 INFOOPS		What is the status of the informational infrastructure?  What NGO/IO are active within the village? What is the LPs access to vital services? 		Cell towers (coverage), satellite network (coverage), radio stations (coverage). NGO/IO offices, hospitals, medical clinics, water pumps, wells, markets, 

		22		SIR 1.7      U3 INFOOPS		Which groups within communities listen
 to which radio stations?		Differences amongst men / women / children, 
and between urban/ rural areas,
 in the different socio-economic groups?

		23		SIR 1.7     SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		What is the preferred means of communication amongst armed groups?		Satellite phones, radio's, frequencies, destruction of radio or cell phone towers

		24		U3 INFOOPS		What is the belief system of the different groups within the AOO?		Dress style, number of females in public places, style and number of mosques, animistic products on markets. Times LP goes to prayer, (non-)mixed classes in school, marabouts, public statements of religious leaders

		25		SIR 1.6,     U3 INFOOPS		What are the activities of the IDPs?  What are LP perceptions of IDPs?  Which is the most vulnerable category of IDP, or most commonly influenced by crime or armed groups		Movement, Semi-permenent/permenent homes, jobs, clashes, complaints. Criminal activities in IDP camps

		26		U3 INFOOPS		What is the role of children (not 'youth') in villages/cities? What is the role of women in villages/cities?		Roaming freely, working on cultivation,   women in politics, Caring for children, Fighting, Spying. 













































































































IAL OP ORYX

														LEGEND				Task is no longer valid				IS ALREADY TASKED

																		VALID / NEW TASK



		SERIAL		ICP REF		REQUEST

carwal02: carwal02:
		INDICATOR		LTIOV

carwal02: carwal02:
Latest Time In Order to be Valid
Tid för bearbetning skall beaktas, t ex mängden rådata som skall analyseras.				

carwal02: carwal02:
RFI mallen bör vara synkad mot dessa		Tasked asset		Task starts DTG		Task ends DTG		Period of report for asset

carwal02: carwal02:
Skall sensorn rapportera regelbundet? I så fall med vilken intervall?		FORMAT		COMMENTS

carwal02: carwal02:
Viktigaste rutan...
Här förklaras på enkelt språk vilken effekt som vill uppnås. 
Enheter eller sensorer fyller i detta fält utförligt.
Ligger till grund för dialog under mötet.

		1		PIR 1, SIR 1.3, U2 Prod		What is the ethnic composition of the villages in AOO?		Different structure of huts 										Daily		Intrep		To get a better picture of when inter-ethnic clashes started

		2		PIR 4,    SIR 1.3,     U2 Prod IR, SE IR		Which are the main routes in AOO used by IDP?		Signs of bonfires along routes. Litter.										As obtained

		3		SIR 1.3,     U2 Prod IR, SE IR		Which are the attitudes within LP that could have an influence on MINUSMA/MDSF?												As obtained

		4		IR U2 Prod		Which are the main areas of clashes, most problematic/tensed village area?		Dwells and Mosques are demolished in villages, destroyed cultivation. Closed clinics and medical centers, Government and regional administration centers closed, absence of justice providers. Level of availability of electricity, water, sabotaged network providers’ facilities.														To get a picture of AO of MACINA KATIBAT AND AI intertwines

		5		IR U2 Prod
 SIR 3.8		Where are schools affected with security issues?		No teaching, Schools closed teachers not present or not attending schools.										Daily				To get a picture of who is the key leader and security provider in AOO, incl how AI is fuelling inter-ethnic conflict.

		6		U2 Prod IR		Are there villages more affiliated to each other in the district?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 														Better understanding of the status of camps, performance of patrollong , manning in CP

		7		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have any knowledge of radical preaching / teaching/indoctrination of LP/students?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 										As obtained				To clarify if DOZO new TTP

		8		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have knowledge of groups and locations where mines/ IED being used?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence.

		9		SIR 3.8,     SE IR		What is the attitude of LP towards AG?

		10		IR U2 Prod, U3 INFOOPS
 SIR 3.8,    SN IR		Key leaders in AOO/villages/ How susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation processes?		Religious, Aminekol, wealthy individuals 

		11		SIR 3.9		Where are signs indicating recruitment, mobilization and propaganda?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 

		12		SIR 1.4
IR U2 Prod		Where are locations of self-defense camps, equipment, organization and support of LP? DOZO in possession of automatic weapons instead of traditional hunting rifles?		Camps of about 200 m x 300 m with fires at the periphery, armed PU and/or collective weapon in the center, a ‘kitchen’ area, and a place parked MC together. Barrels / Fuel storage in forested areas.

		13		U2 Prod, SE IR		Have DOZO/DOGON or other self-def militias CP's IVO villages access? Do they hamper FoM for any LP?		Manned buildings/tents close to CP's. Blockades, taxation, manmade blocks/damage on infrastructure

		14		SIR 3.9		To what level cooperate AI and MK in AOO?		Statements, media, brochures, graffiti, meetings and rallies

		15		SIR 1.1, U3 INFOOPS		Who do people believe to be the main security provider in their area? (not who they think it should be, but who it actually is)
Who do people trust most to provide security in their area?		Normal PoL, population at the market, walking streets at night, engagement with MDSF. 

		16		SIR 1.7,     U3 INFOOPS		What language is commonly spoken/
understood in the village? 		Public signage, speech, leaf letters

		17		SIR 1.7,    SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		In what way to the LPs receive information, what is the content of the information the LP receives? (i.e. rumors, general news, calls to arms, hate speech between communities, threats)?         		Access to radio, access to television, communal areas (markets), mosques. Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. Radio messages, leaflets, acts of intimidation, AG propaganda occurred within villages.

		18		SIR 1.7		What is the preferred means of communication 
amongst the LP? (difference between segments?)         		Literacy rates, access to radio, access to television,
 communal areas (markets), mosques. 
Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. 
Radio messages 

		19		SIR 1.3      U3 INFOOPS		What are the main sources of revenue in the village? 		Farm land, factories, markets, transport trucks. 

		20		SIR 1.3 U3 INFOOPS		Does the LP in rural areas or small villages receive information on events/issues outside of their area/village?
How does the LP receive this information? 		i.e. word to mouth, travelers, radio

		21		SIR 1.5,     U3 INFOOPS		What is the status of the informational infrastructure?  What NGO/IO are active within the village? What is the LPs access to vital services? 		Cell towers (coverage), satellite network (coverage), radio stations (coverage). NGO/IO offices, hospitals, medical clinics, water pumps, wells, markets, 

		22		SIR 1.7      U3 INFOOPS		Which groups within communities listen
 to which radio stations?		Differences amongst men / women / children, 
and between urban/ rural areas,
 in the different socio-economic groups?

		23		SIR 1.7     SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		What is the preferred means of communication amongst armed groups?		Satellite phones, radio's, frequencies, destruction of radio or cell phone towers

		24		U3 INFOOPS		What is the belief system of the different groups within the AOO?		Dress style, number of females in public places, style and number of mosques, animistic products on markets. Times LP goes to prayer, (non-)mixed classes in school, marabouts, public statements of religious leaders

		25		SIR 1.6,     U3 INFOOPS		What are the activities of the IDPs?  What are LP perceptions of IDPs?  Which is the most vulnerable category of IDP, or most commonly influenced by crime or armed groups		Movement, Semi-permenent/permenent homes, jobs, clashes, complaints. Criminal activities in IDP camps

		26		U3 INFOOPS		What is the role of children (not 'youth') in villages/cities? What is the role of women in villages/cities?		Roaming freely, working on cultivation,   women in politics, Caring for children, Fighting, Spying. 













































































































IAL OP FLINT (2)

						FHQ U2 IAL to Forces										LEGEND				Task is no longer valid		IS ALREADY TASKED

						REF: IAP XXX
		This IAL is dated: 14/05/2019				Pending								VALID / NEW TASK

						REF: U2 MICM 13/05/2019
		Annex to TaskO OP FLINT				FHQ U2 C IRMCM

		SERIAL		IAP REF		IR		INDICATORS & WARNINGS		Named Area of Interest		LTIOV		Tasked asset		Task starts DTG		Task ends DTG		FORMAT		COMMENTS

		
1		PIR 1, IR 1.1, 1,2, EEI 1.1.1		Sign of armed group x presence?
		Transmissions on frequency utilized by armed group x
Presence of signature equipment
LPs have knowledge that there are foreigners or people from another  geographical area now in neighbourhood area, who have been here since a few days/weeks/months.		NAI 028,029,030

		2		 G2 RFI xxx		Key leaders in AOO /villages, who are they: How susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation processes?		Religious, wealthy individuals. 		NAI 028,029,030

		3		SIR 1.2		What is the attitude armed groups towards the population
		Population displays fear/ no fear in Area X. Dwells and Mosques are demolished in villages, destroyed cultivation. Closed clinics and medical centers, Government and regional administration centers closed, absence of justice providers. Level of availability of electricity, water, sabotaged network providers’ facilities.		NAI 030

		4		     SIR 1.4, G2 RFI xxx		What non-military threats affect the local population?		Weather impact, disease present. Signs of hunger or significant needs. Crop failure.		NAI 028,029,030

		4		IR 1.5		Are the LP under the influence of AGs (optional of coercive), are LP forced to hamper International Forces by any means?		Population displays fear/ no fear in Area X. Dwells and Mosques are demolished in villages, destroyed cultivation. Closed clinics and medical centers, Government and regional administration centers closed, absence of justice providers. Level of availability of electricity, water, sabotaged network providers’ facilities.		NAI 028,029,030

		5		IR U2 Prod
 SIR 3.8				No teaching, Schools closed teachers not present or not attending schools.		NAI 028,029,030

		F 006		IR U2 Prod		Are there villages more affiliated to each other in the AOO, or not?		Tensions between LP and foreigners or people from another area IVO DOUENTZA or DALA. LPs have  knowledge that there are foreigners or people from another area in their village who have been here since a few days/weeks/months.

		F 007		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have any knowledge of radical preaching / teaching/indoctrination of LP/students?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 												As obtained

		F 008		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have knowledge of groups and locations where mines/ IED being used?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence.

		F 009		 IR 10 U2 Prod		Are possible TAGs offering money to LP IOT gain information about convoys, are LP forced to hamper IF and/or MDSF by any means?

		F 010				Are LP aware of the use of IED on MSR/ secondary roads, are they warned, by who, when and how?		When doing SLE and KLE feeling of tensions or  LP are  willing to talk or just hiding when MINUSMA/IF approaching and asks questions. LP noticed "suspicious roadworks in the early mornings at MSR.

		F 011				Are there problems created by the convoys, 
hampering LP daily business?		MINUSMA convoys are hampering in their daily business, causing traffic jams, road damage. Tensions between LP and MDSF.

		F 012		SIR 3.8,     SE IR		What is the attitude of LP towards AG, are any village/settlement sympathetic towards TAGs?

		F 013		IR U2 Prod, U3 INFOOPS
 SIR 3.8,    SN IR		Key leaders in AOO/villages/ How susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation processes?		Religious, Aminekol, wealthy individuals 

		F 014		SIR 3.9		Where are signs indicating recruitment, mobilization and propaganda?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. LP have knowledge of possible HME or bomb factories in AOO. LP have knowledge about known smugglers.

		F 015				What are the locations of support zones?		Accessibility and movement by motorcycles, vehicles IVO GANDAMIA plateau
(New) tracks, possible supply routes. Increased transport cross border activities MONDORO - KORO axis. Changes in POL of traffic patterns, type of goods.														Tasked to HERMES ISO C-IED DOUENTZA and OP FLINT series

		F 016		SIR 1.4
IR U2 Prod		Where are locations of self-defense camps, equipment, organization and support of LP? DOZO in possession of automatic weapons instead of traditional hunting rifles?		Camps of about 200 m x 300 m with fires at the periphery, armed PU and/or collective weapon in the center, a ‘kitchen’ area, and a place parked MC together. Barrels / Fuel storage in forested areas.														Tasked to HERMES ISO C-IED DOUENTZA and OP FLINT series

		F 017		U2 Prod, SE IR		Have DOGON/ DOZO or other self-def militias CP's IVO villages access? Do they hamper FoM for any LP, and what is the percerption from LP?		Manned buildings/tents close to CP's. Blockades, taxation, manmade blocks/damage on infrastructure

		F 018		SIR 3.9		Strength, locations, TTPs of Serma Katibat, Gourma Katibat ISGS and Ansaroul Islam		Statements, media, brochures, graffiti, meetings and rallies

		F 019		SIR 1.1, U3 INFOOPS		Who do people believe to be the main security provider in their area? (not who they think it should be, but who it actually is)
Who do LP trust most to provide security in their area?		Normal PoL or changing, population at the market, walking streets at night, engagement with MDSF. 

		F 020		SIR 1.7,     U3 INFOOPS		What language is commonly spoken/
understood in the villages?		Public signage, speech, leaf letters

		F 021		SIR 1.7,    SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		In what way to the LPs receive information, what is the content of the information the LP receives? (i.e. rumors, general news, calls to arms, hate speech between communities, threats)?         		Access to radio, access to television, communal areas (markets), mosques. Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. Radio messages, leaflets, acts of intimidation, AG propaganda occurred within villages.

		F 022		SIR 1.7		What is the preferred means of communication 
amongst the LP? (difference between segments?)         		Literacy rates, access to radio, access to television,
 communal areas (markets), mosques. 
Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. 
Radio messages 

		F 023		SIR 1.3      U3 INFOOPS		What are the main sources of revenue in the village? 		Farm land, factories, markets, transport trucks. 

		F 024		SIR 1.3 U3 INFOOPS		Does the LP in rural areas or small villages receive information on events/issues outside of their area/village?
How does the LP receive this information? 		i.e. word to mouth, travelers, radio

		F 025		SIR 1.5,     U3 INFOOPS		What is the status of the information infrastructure?  What NGO/IO are active within AO? What is the LPs access to vital services? 		Cell towers (coverage), satellite network (coverage), radio stations (coverage). NGO/IO offices, hospitals, medical clinics, water pumps, wells, markets, Status of CIMIC projects.

		F 026		SIR 1.7      U3 INFOOPS		Which groups within communities listen
 to which radio stations?		Differences amongst men / women / children, 
and between urban/ rural areas,
 in the different socio-economic groups?

		F 027				Does the area have cell phone coverage, who has access to internet and/or cell phone		Cell towers (coverage), satellite network (coverage), radio stations (coverage)

		F 028		SIR 1.7     SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		What is the preferred means of communication amongst armed groups?		Satellite phones, radio's, frequencies, destruction of radio or cell phone towers

		F 029		U3 INFOOPS		What is the belief system of the different groups within the AOO?		Dress style, number of females in public places, style and number of mosques, animistic products on markets. Times LP goes to prayer, (non-)mixed classes in school, marabouts, public statements of religious leaders

		F 030		SIR 1.6,     U3 INFOOPS		What are the activities of the IDPs?  What are LP perceptions of IDPs?  Which is the most vulnerable category of IDP, or most commonly influenced by crime or armed groups		Movement, Semi-permenent/permenent homes, jobs, clashes, complaints. Criminal activities in IDP camps

		F 031		U3 INFOOPS		What is the role of children (not 'youth') in villages/cities? What is the role of women in villages/cities?		Roaming freely, working on cultivation,   women in politics, Caring for children, Fighting, Spying. 













































































































IAL OP FLINT

						FHQ U2 IAL to Forces										LEGEND				Task is no longer valid		IS ALREADY TASKED

						REF: IAP 007 
		This IAL is dated: 14/05/2019				Pending								VALID / NEW TASK

						REF: U2 MICM 13/05/2019
		Annex to TaskO OP FLINT				FHQ U2 C IRMCM

		SERIAL		IAP REF		IR		INDICATORS & WARNINGS		Named Area of Interest		LTIOV		Tasked asset		Task starts DTG		Task ends DTG		Period of report for asset		COMMENTS

		
1		PIR 1, IR 1.1, 1,2		How are the different ethnicities supporting / taking part in different organizations (TAGs and other AGs) in the AoO?		LPs have knowledge that there are foreigners or people from another  geographical area now in neighbourhood area, who have been here since a few days/weeks/months.		NAI 028,029,030		DTG: xxxx		ISR COY		DTG: xxxx		DTG: xxxx		Daily

		2		PIR 1, IR 1.1. 1,2		Key leaders in AOO /villages, who are they: How susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation processes?		Religious, wealthy individuals. 		NAI 028,029,030		DTG: xxxx		CIMIC		DTG: xxxx		DTG: xxxx		Daily

		3		      IR 1.4, SECT IR		What non-military threats affect the local population?		Weather impact, disease present. Signs of hunger or significant needs. Crop failure.		NAI 028,029,030		DTG: xxxx		ISR COY, UNIT BN		DTG: xxxx		DTG: xxxx		As obtained

		4		IR 1.5		Are the LP under the influence of AGs (optional of coercive), are LP forced to hamper International Forces by any means?		Population displays fear/ no fear in Area X. Dwells and Mosques are demolished in villages, destroyed cultivation. Closed clinics and medical centers, Government and regional administration centers closed, absence of justice providers. Level of availability of electricity, water, sabotaged network providers’ facilities.		NAI 028,029,030		DTG: xxxx		MALE UAS, ISR COY		DTG: xxxx		DTG: xxxx		As obtained

		5		IR U2 Prod
 SIR 3.8		Where are schools affected with security issues?		No teaching, Schools closed teachers not present or not attending schools.		NAI 028,029,030		DTG: xxxx		MALE UAS		DTG: xxxx		DTG: xxxx		As obtained

		F 006		IR U2 Prod		Are there villages more affiliated to each other in the AOO, or not?		Tensions between LP and foreigners or people from another area IVO DOUENTZA or DALA. LPs have  knowledge that there are foreigners or people from another area in their village who have been here since a few days/weeks/months.

		F 007		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have any knowledge of radical preaching / teaching/indoctrination of LP/students?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 												As obtained

		F 008		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have knowledge of groups and locations where mines/ IED being used?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence.

		F 009		 IR 10 U2 Prod		Are possible TAGs offering money to LP IOT gain information about convoys, are LP forced to hamper IF and/or MDSF by any means?

		F 010				Are LP aware of the use of IED on MSR/ secondary roads, are they warned, by who, when and how?		When doing SLE and KLE feeling of tensions or  LP are  willing to talk or just hiding when MINUSMA/IF approaching and asks questions. LP noticed "suspicious roadworks in the early mornings at MSR.

		F 011				Are there problems created by the convoys, 
hampering LP daily business?		MINUSMA convoys are hampering in their daily business, causing traffic jams, road damage. Tensions between LP and MDSF.

		F 012		SIR 3.8,     SE IR		What is the attitude of LP towards AG, are any village/settlement sympathetic towards TAGs?

		F 013		IR U2 Prod, U3 INFOOPS
 SIR 3.8,    SN IR		Key leaders in AOO/villages/ How susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation processes?		Religious, Aminekol, wealthy individuals 

		F 014		SIR 3.9		Where are signs indicating recruitment, mobilization and propaganda?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. LP have knowledge of possible HME or bomb factories in AOO. LP have knowledge about known smugglers.

		F 015				What are the locations of support zones?		Accessibility and movement by motorcycles, vehicles IVO GANDAMIA plateau
(New) tracks, possible supply routes. Increased transport cross border activities MONDORO - KORO axis. Changes in POL of traffic patterns, type of goods.														Tasked to HERMES ISO C-IED DOUENTZA and OP FLINT series

		F 016		SIR 1.4
IR U2 Prod		Where are locations of self-defense camps, equipment, organization and support of LP? DOZO in possession of automatic weapons instead of traditional hunting rifles?		Camps of about 200 m x 300 m with fires at the periphery, armed PU and/or collective weapon in the center, a ‘kitchen’ area, and a place parked MC together. Barrels / Fuel storage in forested areas.														Tasked to HERMES ISO C-IED DOUENTZA and OP FLINT series

		F 017		U2 Prod, SE IR		Have DOGON/ DOZO or other self-def militias CP's IVO villages access? Do they hamper FoM for any LP, and what is the percerption from LP?		Manned buildings/tents close to CP's. Blockades, taxation, manmade blocks/damage on infrastructure

		F 018		SIR 3.9		Strength, locations, TTPs of Serma Katibat, Gourma Katibat ISGS and Ansaroul Islam		Statements, media, brochures, graffiti, meetings and rallies

		F 019		SIR 1.1, U3 INFOOPS		Who do people believe to be the main security provider in their area? (not who they think it should be, but who it actually is)
Who do LP trust most to provide security in their area?		Normal PoL or changing, population at the market, walking streets at night, engagement with MDSF. 

		F 020		SIR 1.7,     U3 INFOOPS		What language is commonly spoken/
understood in the villages?		Public signage, speech, leaf letters

		F 021		SIR 1.7,    SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		In what way to the LPs receive information, what is the content of the information the LP receives? (i.e. rumors, general news, calls to arms, hate speech between communities, threats)?         		Access to radio, access to television, communal areas (markets), mosques. Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. Radio messages, leaflets, acts of intimidation, AG propaganda occurred within villages.

		F 022		SIR 1.7		What is the preferred means of communication 
amongst the LP? (difference between segments?)         		Literacy rates, access to radio, access to television,
 communal areas (markets), mosques. 
Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. 
Radio messages 

		F 023		SIR 1.3      U3 INFOOPS		What are the main sources of revenue in the village? 		Farm land, factories, markets, transport trucks. 

		F 024		SIR 1.3 U3 INFOOPS		Does the LP in rural areas or small villages receive information on events/issues outside of their area/village?
How does the LP receive this information? 		i.e. word to mouth, travelers, radio

		F 025		SIR 1.5,     U3 INFOOPS		What is the status of the information infrastructure?  What NGO/IO are active within AO? What is the LPs access to vital services? 		Cell towers (coverage), satellite network (coverage), radio stations (coverage). NGO/IO offices, hospitals, medical clinics, water pumps, wells, markets, Status of CIMIC projects.

		F 026		SIR 1.7      U3 INFOOPS		Which groups within communities listen
 to which radio stations?		Differences amongst men / women / children, 
and between urban/ rural areas,
 in the different socio-economic groups?

		F 027				Does the area have cell phone coverage, who has access to internet and/or cell phone		Cell towers (coverage), satellite network (coverage), radio stations (coverage)

		F 028		SIR 1.7     SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		What is the preferred means of communication amongst armed groups?		Satellite phones, radio's, frequencies, destruction of radio or cell phone towers

		F 029		U3 INFOOPS		What is the belief system of the different groups within the AOO?		Dress style, number of females in public places, style and number of mosques, animistic products on markets. Times LP goes to prayer, (non-)mixed classes in school, marabouts, public statements of religious leaders

		F 030		SIR 1.6,     U3 INFOOPS		What are the activities of the IDPs?  What are LP perceptions of IDPs?  Which is the most vulnerable category of IDP, or most commonly influenced by crime or armed groups		Movement, Semi-permenent/permenent homes, jobs, clashes, complaints. Criminal activities in IDP camps

		F 031		U3 INFOOPS		What is the role of children (not 'youth') in villages/cities? What is the role of women in villages/cities?		Roaming freely, working on cultivation,   women in politics, Caring for children, Fighting, Spying. 
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Intel Update Prior or Sect.wise









































 PIR Upcoming AR Needs

		PIR/IR No.		REQUIREMENT		ORIGINATOR		PROCESS Responsibility		NAI		LTIOV		TASKED (IAL)		COMMENTS





		IR 1		Replaced Key Leaders in villages?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 2		New Self-Defence camps, locations?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 3		Dynamics with local initatives?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 4		Projects of NGO influencing AOO?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 5		IDP Camps, reinsertion of refugees?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX

		IR 6		Mobile DOZO Locations		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2

		IR 7		Schools affected, security issues?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 8		Areas with more aggressive intrusion by ethnic groups?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX

		IR 9		Which are the main areas of clashes, most problematic/tensed village area?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr				 		YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 10		Where are there signs indicating  increased recruitment, mobilization and propaganda?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 11		What is the relationship between the local population and AG's?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 12		Proof of cooperation between HSCUA and Ansar Aldine?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 13		Are HSCUA and Ansar Aldine going to be opposite forces?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 14		In which areas does CMA try to expand/sustain presence?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 15		In which areas does GATIA try to expand/sustain presence?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 16		What is the original supply location of the components used for IEDs?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 17		Where are the components being mixed for use in IEDs?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 18		Who is the originator of the IED planning?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 20		To which group(s) are the IED spotters and/or emplacers linked to?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 21		Who is supplying Serma Katibat?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 22		Which tracks are being used for movement S to N?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 23		Which tracks are being used in the  mountain area/slopes?		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		ORYX

		IR 24		Determination of vegetation, soil, rocks		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 28		Changes in soil and tracks		U2 Prod		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 29		Did LP see MINUSMA during the operation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 30		Did LPs receive MINUSMA messages? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 31		Did LPs see an increase in security in the area? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 32		Who to the LPs view as the legitimate security provider?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 33		Do LPs have confidence in the MSDF to provide security?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 34		Are LPs influenced by TAGs?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 35		Have LPs received messages from TAGs after the operation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 36		Do LPs see improvement to their daily life during/after the operation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 38		Did LPs see MINUSMA during the operation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 39		Did LPs see an increase in security during the operation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 40		Who to the LPs view as the legitimate security provider?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 41		Have the LPs participated in alternative dispute resolution mechanisms to address intercommunal violence?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 42		Do the LPs feel under threat due to their tribal affiliation?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 44		Are LPs optimistic of better intercommunal relations? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 45		Do the LPs support the DDR process?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 46		Do the CAG support the DDR process?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 47		Do the LPs view the DDR process as effective?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 48		What are the perceived barriers to the implementation of the DDR process?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						CLARIFICATION

		IR 55		Do the LPs view the DDR process as effective?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 57		Do LPs participate in the elections?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 58		Do LPs view elections as fair and impartial?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 59		Do LPs view elections as representative?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 60		Do LPs view MINUSMA as neutral? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 61		Are LPs coerced to avoid elections or support a particular party? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 62		How do the LP perceive MINUSMA		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 63		How do the LP perceive IF (i.e Barkhane)		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 64		What are the primary security concerns of the LP?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 65		What are the primary threats to the LP (i.e food security, water, etc)		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 66		Who do the LPs see as the primary provider of security?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 67		Who would the LP prefer to provide security?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 68		What is the status of the educational system (where do LPs go to school, who goes to school, what type of school)		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 69		Have schools been shut down?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 70		What is the literacy rate amongst the LPs.		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 71		Do LPs have access to medical services?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 72		Are medical services adequate?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 73		Do LPs trust local GoM governance institutions? 		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 74		Where do LPs get their information (radio, word of mouth, online, etc)?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 75		Who are trusted sources of information within the community?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES		FOLON, FOLON 2, ORYX, FLINT

		IR 77		What language is spoken?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 78		Do the LPs have internet access?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 79		Do the LPs have cell phone access?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 80		Does the area have cell phone coverage?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 81		Do the LPs have access to radio?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 82		What radio stations to the LPs listen to?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 83		Have the LPs heard MINUSMA messaging?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 84		Do the LPs trust MINUSMA messages?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 85		Have the LPs heard GoM messaging?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 86		Do the LPs trust GoM messages?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 87		What is the main economy in the area?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 88		What is the unemployment rate in the area?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 89		What is the LP perception of the Peace Process?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 90		Do LPs understand the MINUSMA Mandate?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 91		Do LPs support the Terrorist Armed Groups?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 92		Can LPs identify TAG leadership?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 93		What are the LPs perception of Self defence groups?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 94		Are there IDPs present in the area?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 95		What caused the IDPs to move from their homes?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 96		How long have they been away from their homes?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 97		Do the IDPs receive support from NGOs/IOs?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 98		What is required for IDPs to return to the home?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						PLANNED

		IR 99		Do armed groups exert an influence on the LPs?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 100		Is there extremist preaching in the mosques?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 101		Do LPs receive armed group messages?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES

		IR 102		Do LPs feel threatened by Armed Groups?		U3 InfoOps 		TBD internally U2 Prod/Curr						YES
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		02 ISR TF		LRRP		COLLECTING IAL, Appendix to Annex D, FragO 001 FOLON 2

		Sector A, xxBat		xx Coy										COLLECTING NAI xx, IAL still pending
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				UAS HERMES		RFI		RFI		IAL		RFI		RFI		RFI		IAL		IAL		IAL		IAL		IAL		IAL		RFI		Rest		Rest		IAL

				UAS HERON		IAL		RFI		RFI		IAL		RFI		RFI		IAL		IAL		RFI		RFI		Rest		RFI		IAL		IAL		RFI		IAL

		HeliDet		HeliDet GRIFFIN

		HeliDet		MD 500

		01 ISR TF		Recce Patrol				HOTO - FRAMEWORK OPS, IAL OP xxxx																																																																																																		CTL DOUENTZA

		01 ISR TF		T UAS				HOTO - FRAMEWORK OPS, IAL OP xxxx																																																																																																		CTL DOUENTZA

		02 ISR TF		LRRP		COLLECTING IAL, Appendix to Annex D, FragO 001 FOLON 2

		xxBat		xx Coy										COLLECTING IR TELATAY, IAL still pending











































































IAL FOLON 2

																LEGEND				Task is no longer valid				IS ALREADY TASKED

																				VALID / NEW TASK



		SERIAL		IAP REF		REQUEST

carwal02: carwal02:
		INDICATOR		Named Area of Interest		LTIOV

carwal02: carwal02:
Latest Time In Order to be Valid
Enough time for processing needs to be encounted 				

carwal02: carwal02:
RFI mallen bör vara synkad mot dessa		Tasked asset		Task starts DTG		Task ends DTG		Period of report for asset

carwal02: carwal02:
Skall sensorn rapportera regelbundet? I så fall med vilken intervall?		FORMAT		COMMENTS

carwal02: carwal02:
Viktigaste rutan...
Här förklaras på enkelt språk vilken effekt som vill uppnås. 
Enheter eller sensorer fyller i detta fält utförligt.
Ligger till grund för dialog under mötet.

		1		PIR 1, SIR 1.3, U2 Prod		What is the ethnic composition of the villages in AOO?		Different structure of huts 												Daily		Intrep		To get a better picture of when inter-ethnic clashes started

		2		PIR 4,    SIR 1.3,     U2 Prod IR, SE IR		Which are the main routes in AOO used by IDP?		Signs of bonfires along routes. Litter.												As obtained

		3		SIR 1.3,     U2 Prod IR, SE IR		Which are the attitudes within LP that could have an influence on MINUSMA/MDSF?														As obtained

		4		IR U2 Prod		Which are the main areas of clashes, most problematic/tensed village area?		Dwells and Mosques are demolished in villages, destroyed cultivation. Closed clinics and medical centers, Government and regional administration centers closed, absence of justice providers. Level of availability of electricity, water, sabotaged network providers’ facilities.																To get a picture of AO of MACINA KATIBAT AND AI intertwines

		5		IR U2 Prod
 SIR 3.8		Where are schools affected with security issues?		No teaching, Schools closed teachers not present or not attending schools.												Daily				To get a picture of who is the key leader and security provider in AOO, incl how AI is fuelling inter-ethnic conflict.

		6		U2 Prod IR		Are there villages more affiliated to each other in the district?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 																Better understanding of the status of camps, performance of patrollong , manning in CP

		7		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have any knowledge of radical preaching / teaching/indoctrination of LP/students?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 												As obtained				To clarify if DOZO new TTP

		8		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have knowledge of groups and locations where mines/ IED being used?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence.

		9		SIR 3.8,     SE IR		What is the attitude of LP towards AG?

		10		IR U2 Prod, U3 INFOOPS
 SIR 3.8,    SN IR		Key leaders in AOO/villages/ How susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation processes?		Religious, Aminekol, wealthy individuals 

		11		SIR 3.9		Where are signs indicating recruitment, mobilization and propaganda?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 

		12		SIR 1.4
IR U2 Prod		Where are locations of self-defense camps, equipment, organization and support of LP? DOZO in possession of automatic weapons instead of traditional hunting rifles?		Camps of about 200 m x 300 m with fires at the periphery, armed PU and/or collective weapon in the center, a ‘kitchen’ area, and a place parked MC together. Barrels / Fuel storage in forested areas.

		13		U2 Prod, SE IR		Have DOZO/DOGON or other self-def militias CP's IVO villages access? Do they hamper FoM for any LP?		Manned buildings/tents close to CP's. Blockades, taxation, manmade blocks/damage on infrastructure

		14		SIR 3.9		To what level cooperate AI and MK in AOO?		Statements, media, brochures, graffiti, meetings and rallies

		15		SIR 1.1, U3 INFOOPS		Who do people believe to be the main security provider in their area? (not who they think it should be, but who it actually is)
Who do people trust most to provide security in their area?		Normal PoL, population at the market, walking streets at night, engagement with MDSF. 

		16		SIR 1.7,     U3 INFOOPS		What language is commonly spoken/
understood in the village? 		Public signage, speech, leaf letters

		17		SIR 1.7,    SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		In what way to the LPs receive information, what is the content of the information the LP receives? (i.e. rumors, general news, calls to arms, hate speech between communities, threats)?         		Access to radio, access to television, communal areas (markets), mosques. Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. Radio messages, leaflets, acts of intimidation, AG propaganda occurred within villages.

		18		SIR 1.7		What is the preferred means of communication 
amongst the LP? (difference between segments?)         		Literacy rates, access to radio, access to television,
 communal areas (markets), mosques. 
Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. 
Radio messages 

		19		SIR 1.3      U3 INFOOPS		What are the main sources of revenue in the village? 		Farm land, factories, markets, transport trucks. 

		20		SIR 1.3 U3 INFOOPS		Does the LP in rural areas or small villages receive information on events/issues outside of their area/village?
How does the LP receive this information? 		i.e. word to mouth, travelers, radio

		21		SIR 1.5,     U3 INFOOPS		What is the status of the informational infrastructure?  What NGO/IO are active within the village? What is the LPs access to vital services? 		Cell towers (coverage), satellite network (coverage), radio stations (coverage). NGO/IO offices, hospitals, medical clinics, water pumps, wells, markets, 

		22		SIR 1.7      U3 INFOOPS		Which groups within communities listen
 to which radio stations?		Differences amongst men / women / children, 
and between urban/ rural areas,
 in the different socio-economic groups?

		23		SIR 1.7     SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		What is the preferred means of communication amongst armed groups?		Satellite phones, radio's, frequencies, destruction of radio or cell phone towers

		24		U3 INFOOPS		What is the belief system of the different groups within the AOO?		Dress style, number of females in public places, style and number of mosques, animistic products on markets. Times LP goes to prayer, (non-)mixed classes in school, marabouts, public statements of religious leaders

		25		SIR 1.6,     U3 INFOOPS		What are the activities of the IDPs?  What are LP perceptions of IDPs?  Which is the most vulnerable category of IDP, or most commonly influenced by crime or armed groups		Movement, Semi-permenent/permenent homes, jobs, clashes, complaints. Criminal activities in IDP camps

		26		U3 INFOOPS		What is the role of children (not 'youth') in villages/cities? What is the role of women in villages/cities?		Roaming freely, working on cultivation,   women in politics, Caring for children, Fighting, Spying. 













































































































IAL OP ORYX

														LEGEND				Task is no longer valid				IS ALREADY TASKED

																		VALID / NEW TASK



		SERIAL		ICP REF		REQUEST

carwal02: carwal02:
		INDICATOR		LTIOV

carwal02: carwal02:
Latest Time In Order to be Valid
Tid för bearbetning skall beaktas, t ex mängden rådata som skall analyseras.				

carwal02: carwal02:
RFI mallen bör vara synkad mot dessa		Tasked asset		Task starts DTG		Task ends DTG		Period of report for asset

carwal02: carwal02:
Skall sensorn rapportera regelbundet? I så fall med vilken intervall?		FORMAT		COMMENTS

carwal02: carwal02:
Viktigaste rutan...
Här förklaras på enkelt språk vilken effekt som vill uppnås. 
Enheter eller sensorer fyller i detta fält utförligt.
Ligger till grund för dialog under mötet.

		1		PIR 1, SIR 1.3, U2 Prod		What is the ethnic composition of the villages in AOO?		Different structure of huts 										Daily		Intrep		To get a better picture of when inter-ethnic clashes started

		2		PIR 4,    SIR 1.3,     U2 Prod IR, SE IR		Which are the main routes in AOO used by IDP?		Signs of bonfires along routes. Litter.										As obtained

		3		SIR 1.3,     U2 Prod IR, SE IR		Which are the attitudes within LP that could have an influence on MINUSMA/MDSF?												As obtained

		4		IR U2 Prod		Which are the main areas of clashes, most problematic/tensed village area?		Dwells and Mosques are demolished in villages, destroyed cultivation. Closed clinics and medical centers, Government and regional administration centers closed, absence of justice providers. Level of availability of electricity, water, sabotaged network providers’ facilities.														To get a picture of AO of MACINA KATIBAT AND AI intertwines

		5		IR U2 Prod
 SIR 3.8		Where are schools affected with security issues?		No teaching, Schools closed teachers not present or not attending schools.										Daily				To get a picture of who is the key leader and security provider in AOO, incl how AI is fuelling inter-ethnic conflict.

		6		U2 Prod IR		Are there villages more affiliated to each other in the district?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 														Better understanding of the status of camps, performance of patrollong , manning in CP

		7		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have any knowledge of radical preaching / teaching/indoctrination of LP/students?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 										As obtained				To clarify if DOZO new TTP

		8		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have knowledge of groups and locations where mines/ IED being used?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence.

		9		SIR 3.8,     SE IR		What is the attitude of LP towards AG?

		10		IR U2 Prod, U3 INFOOPS
 SIR 3.8,    SN IR		Key leaders in AOO/villages/ How susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation processes?		Religious, Aminekol, wealthy individuals 

		11		SIR 3.9		Where are signs indicating recruitment, mobilization and propaganda?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 

		12		SIR 1.4
IR U2 Prod		Where are locations of self-defense camps, equipment, organization and support of LP? DOZO in possession of automatic weapons instead of traditional hunting rifles?		Camps of about 200 m x 300 m with fires at the periphery, armed PU and/or collective weapon in the center, a ‘kitchen’ area, and a place parked MC together. Barrels / Fuel storage in forested areas.

		13		U2 Prod, SE IR		Have DOZO/DOGON or other self-def militias CP's IVO villages access? Do they hamper FoM for any LP?		Manned buildings/tents close to CP's. Blockades, taxation, manmade blocks/damage on infrastructure

		14		SIR 3.9		To what level cooperate AI and MK in AOO?		Statements, media, brochures, graffiti, meetings and rallies

		15		SIR 1.1, U3 INFOOPS		Who do people believe to be the main security provider in their area? (not who they think it should be, but who it actually is)
Who do people trust most to provide security in their area?		Normal PoL, population at the market, walking streets at night, engagement with MDSF. 

		16		SIR 1.7,     U3 INFOOPS		What language is commonly spoken/
understood in the village? 		Public signage, speech, leaf letters

		17		SIR 1.7,    SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		In what way to the LPs receive information, what is the content of the information the LP receives? (i.e. rumors, general news, calls to arms, hate speech between communities, threats)?         		Access to radio, access to television, communal areas (markets), mosques. Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. Radio messages, leaflets, acts of intimidation, AG propaganda occurred within villages.

		18		SIR 1.7		What is the preferred means of communication 
amongst the LP? (difference between segments?)         		Literacy rates, access to radio, access to television,
 communal areas (markets), mosques. 
Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. 
Radio messages 

		19		SIR 1.3      U3 INFOOPS		What are the main sources of revenue in the village? 		Farm land, factories, markets, transport trucks. 

		20		SIR 1.3 U3 INFOOPS		Does the LP in rural areas or small villages receive information on events/issues outside of their area/village?
How does the LP receive this information? 		i.e. word to mouth, travelers, radio

		21		SIR 1.5,     U3 INFOOPS		What is the status of the informational infrastructure?  What NGO/IO are active within the village? What is the LPs access to vital services? 		Cell towers (coverage), satellite network (coverage), radio stations (coverage). NGO/IO offices, hospitals, medical clinics, water pumps, wells, markets, 

		22		SIR 1.7      U3 INFOOPS		Which groups within communities listen
 to which radio stations?		Differences amongst men / women / children, 
and between urban/ rural areas,
 in the different socio-economic groups?

		23		SIR 1.7     SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		What is the preferred means of communication amongst armed groups?		Satellite phones, radio's, frequencies, destruction of radio or cell phone towers

		24		U3 INFOOPS		What is the belief system of the different groups within the AOO?		Dress style, number of females in public places, style and number of mosques, animistic products on markets. Times LP goes to prayer, (non-)mixed classes in school, marabouts, public statements of religious leaders

		25		SIR 1.6,     U3 INFOOPS		What are the activities of the IDPs?  What are LP perceptions of IDPs?  Which is the most vulnerable category of IDP, or most commonly influenced by crime or armed groups		Movement, Semi-permenent/permenent homes, jobs, clashes, complaints. Criminal activities in IDP camps

		26		U3 INFOOPS		What is the role of children (not 'youth') in villages/cities? What is the role of women in villages/cities?		Roaming freely, working on cultivation,   women in politics, Caring for children, Fighting, Spying. 













































































































IAL OP FLINT

						FHQ U2 IAL to Forces										LEGEND						Task is no longer valid		IS ALREADY TASKED

						REF: IAP 007 
		This IAL is dated: 14/05/2019				Pending										VALID / NEW TASK

						REF: U2 MICM 13/05/2019
		Annex to TaskO OP FLINT				FHQ U2 C IRMCM

		SERIAL EEI U2		IAP REF		IR		INDICATORS & WARNINGS		Named Area of Interest		LTIOV		Tasked asset		Task starts DTG		Task ends DTG		Phase		Period of report for asset		COMMENTS

		
F 001		PIR 1, SIR 1.3, IR 1.1, 1,2		How are the different ethnicities supporting / taking part in different organizations (TAGs and other AGs) in the AoO?		LPs have knowledge that there are foreigners or people from another  geographical area now in neighbourhood area, who have been here since a few days/weeks/months.		NAI 028,029,030		DTG: xxxx		ISR COY

		F 002		PIR 1, IR 1.1. 1,2    SECT IR		Key leaders in AOO /villages, who are they: How susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation processes?		Religious, wealthy individuals. 		NAI 028,029,030		DTG: xxxx		CIMIC

		F 003		      IR 1.5, SECT IR		What non-military threats afect the local population?		Weather impact, disease present. Signs of hunger or significant needs. Crop failure.		NAI 028,029,030		DTG: xxxx		ISR COY, UNIT BN								As obtained

		F 004		IR 1.5		Are the LP under the influence of AGs (optional of coercive), are LP forced to hamper International Forces by any means?		Dwells and Mosques are demolished in villages, destroyed cultivation. Closed clinics and medical centers, Government and regional administration centers closed, absence of justice providers. Level of availability of electricity, water, sabotaged network providers’ facilities.		NAI 028,029,030		DTG: xxxx		MALE UAS, ISR COY

		F 005		IR U2 Prod
 SIR 3.8		Where are schools affected with security issues?		No teaching, Schools closed teachers not present or not attending schools.		NAI 028,029,030		DTG: xxxx		MALE UAS

		F 006		IR U2 Prod		Are there villages more affiliated to each other in the AOO, or not?		Tensions between LP and foreigners or people from another area IVO DOUENTZA or DALA. LPs have  knowledge that there are foreigners or people from another area in their village who have been here since a few days/weeks/months.

		F 007		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have any knowledge of radical preaching / teaching/indoctrination of LP/students?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. 														As obtained

		F 008		SIR 3.2/3.4		Do LP have knowledge of groups and locations where mines/ IED being used?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence.

		F 009		 IR 10 U2 Prod		Are possible TAGs offering money to LP IOT gain information about convoys, are LP forced to hamper IF and/or MDSF by any means?

		F 010				Are LP aware of the use of IED on MSR/ secondary roads, are they warned, by who, when and how?		When doing SLE and KLE feeling of tensions or  LP are  willing to talk or just hiding when MINUSMA/IF approaching and asks questions. LP noticed "suspicious roadworks in the early mornings at MSR.

		F 011				Are there problems created by the convoys, 
hampering LP daily business?		MINUSMA convoys are hampering in their daily business, causing traffic jams, road damage. Tensions between LP and MDSF.

		F 012		SIR 3.8,     SE IR		What is the attitude of LP towards AG, are any village/settlement sympathetic towards TAGs?

		F 013		IR U2 Prod, U3 INFOOPS
 SIR 3.8,    SN IR		Key leaders in AOO/villages/ How susceptible are they to adhere to reconciliation processes?		Religious, Aminekol, wealthy individuals 

		F 014		SIR 3.9		Where are signs indicating recruitment, mobilization and propaganda?		People gathering in walled, non-residential compound away from local populace insight. LP avoiding MINUSMA presence. LP have knowledge of possible HME or bomb factories in AOO. LP have knowledge about known smugglers.

		F 015				What are the locations of support zones?		Accessibility and movement by motorcycles, vehicles IVO GANDAMIA plateau
(New) tracks, possible supply routes. Increased transport cross border activities MONDORO - KORO axis. Changes in POL of traffic patterns, type of goods.																Tasked to HERMES ISO C-IED DOUENTZA and OP FLINT series

		F 016		SIR 1.4
IR U2 Prod		Where are locations of self-defense camps, equipment, organization and support of LP? DOZO in possession of automatic weapons instead of traditional hunting rifles?		Camps of about 200 m x 300 m with fires at the periphery, armed PU and/or collective weapon in the center, a ‘kitchen’ area, and a place parked MC together. Barrels / Fuel storage in forested areas.																Tasked to HERMES ISO C-IED DOUENTZA and OP FLINT series

		F 017		U2 Prod, SE IR		Have DOGON/ DOZO or other self-def militias CP's IVO villages access? Do they hamper FoM for any LP, and what is the percerption from LP?		Manned buildings/tents close to CP's. Blockades, taxation, manmade blocks/damage on infrastructure

		F 018		SIR 3.9		Strength, locations, TTPs of Serma Katibat, Gourma Katibat ISGS and Ansaroul Islam		Statements, media, brochures, graffiti, meetings and rallies

		F 019		SIR 1.1, U3 INFOOPS		Who do people believe to be the main security provider in their area? (not who they think it should be, but who it actually is)
Who do LP trust most to provide security in their area?		Normal PoL or changing, population at the market, walking streets at night, engagement with MDSF. 

		F 020		SIR 1.7,     U3 INFOOPS		What language is commonly spoken/
understood in the villages?		Public signage, speech, leaf letters

		F 021		SIR 1.7,    SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		In what way to the LPs receive information, what is the content of the information the LP receives? (i.e. rumors, general news, calls to arms, hate speech between communities, threats)?         		Access to radio, access to television, communal areas (markets), mosques. Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. Radio messages, leaflets, acts of intimidation, AG propaganda occurred within villages.

		F 022		SIR 1.7		What is the preferred means of communication 
amongst the LP? (difference between segments?)         		Literacy rates, access to radio, access to television,
 communal areas (markets), mosques. 
Cell phones, radio's, griots, gathering places. 
Radio messages 

		F 023		SIR 1.3      U3 INFOOPS		What are the main sources of revenue in the village? 		Farm land, factories, markets, transport trucks. 

		F 024		SIR 1.3 U3 INFOOPS		Does the LP in rural areas or small villages receive information on events/issues outside of their area/village?
How does the LP receive this information? 		i.e. word to mouth, travelers, radio

		F 025		SIR 1.5,     U3 INFOOPS		What is the status of the information infrastructure?  What NGO/IO are active within AO? What is the LPs access to vital services? 		Cell towers (coverage), satellite network (coverage), radio stations (coverage). NGO/IO offices, hospitals, medical clinics, water pumps, wells, markets, Status of CIMIC projects.

		F 026		SIR 1.7      U3 INFOOPS		Which groups within communities listen
 to which radio stations?		Differences amongst men / women / children, 
and between urban/ rural areas,
 in the different socio-economic groups?

		F 027				Does the area have cell phone coverage, who has access to internet and/or cell phone		Cell towers (coverage), satellite network (coverage), radio stations (coverage)

		F 028		SIR 1.7     SIR 3.1      U3 INFOOPS		What is the preferred means of communication amongst armed groups?		Satellite phones, radio's, frequencies, destruction of radio or cell phone towers

		F 029		U3 INFOOPS		What is the belief system of the different groups within the AOO?		Dress style, number of females in public places, style and number of mosques, animistic products on markets. Times LP goes to prayer, (non-)mixed classes in school, marabouts, public statements of religious leaders

		F 030		SIR 1.6,     U3 INFOOPS		What are the activities of the IDPs?  What are LP perceptions of IDPs?  Which is the most vulnerable category of IDP, or most commonly influenced by crime or armed groups		Movement, Semi-permenent/permenent homes, jobs, clashes, complaints. Criminal activities in IDP camps

		F 031		U3 INFOOPS		What is the role of children (not 'youth') in villages/cities? What is the role of women in villages/cities?		Roaming freely, working on cultivation,   women in politics, Caring for children, Fighting, Spying. 
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